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Abstract

The outdoor murals of Richard Haas are complex, site-specific works of public art that actively
engage the environment in which they are situated. Informed by the architectural history and
development of a particular site and its surrounding environment and executed using the techniques of
trompe l‘oeil painting, his murals stand as historical markers and references that seamlessly embed
themselves into the urban landscape. Richard Haas first began painting large-scale murals on the
exterior walls of buildings while living in New York City’s SoHo neighborhood in the mid-1970s as a
response to the large-scale construction and urban renewal initiatives that were drastically changing the
city landscape. His first mural, the SoHo Mural, is a trompe l’oeil extension of the cast-iron, front façade
of 112 Prince Street and is located on the brick party wall of the six-story building. Since the creation of
the mural on 112 Prince Street, Haas has gone on to produce a number of technically challenging and
artistically significant murals that have become distinct features not only within the New York City
landscape but within cities throughout the U.S. and abroad.
Unfortunately, almost half of all Haas’ murals created over the past thirty-seven years have
been destroyed and many of his remaining murals are at risk of destruction due to a host of threats and
preservation challenges. Using the SoHo mural as a case study, this thesis examines the various
challenges facing the preservation of outdoor murals and proposes potential strategies for the
protection and preservation of not just Haas’ SoHo mural but for outdoor murals in general. In addition,
this thesis examines the role the field of Historic Preservation plays in preserving outdoor murals and
advocates for the field to consider the importance of outdoor murals within our local and collective
histories.
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Introduction
A painter and printmaker, but better known as a monumental architectural muralist, Richard
Haas has created fifty three1 exterior, trompe l’oeil murals throughout the United States and Germany
to date. He first began painting large-scale murals on exterior walls while living in New York City’s SoHo
neighborhood in the mid-1970s as a response to the widespread construction and urban renewal
initiatives that were drastically changing the city landscape. His first mural, the SoHo Mural,2 was
commissioned in 1974 by Doris Freedman3, the president of the art organization City Walls.4 The mural
is a trompe l’oeil 5 extension of the cast-iron, front façade of 112 Prince Street and it is located on the
brick party wall of the six-story building. Not only is the mural one of Haas’ most iconic pieces, but it is
also the first example of work created by an artist noted for having brought back the use of architectural
painting in the 20th century.6 Since the creation of the mural on 112 Prince Street, Haas has gone on to
produce several technically challenging and artistically significant murals that have become distinct
features not only within the New York City landscape but within cities throughout the U.S. and abroad.
His canvases of choice are not made of traditional fabric, but make use of unconventional
architectural surfaces. They are often party walls, revealed when an adjacent building has been
demolished and blank facades of buildings that jar the aesthetic cohesiveness of a cityscape. The blank
walls he selects tend to be the result of unsympathetic construction and urban renewal found in many

1

This number only takes into account the outdoor murals Richard Haas has created to date. The artist has also
created interior, trompe l’oeil murals but for the purposes of this thesis the focus will be on his exterior works.
2
The SoHo Mural is also known as the 112 Prince Street Mural. However, for the purposes of this thesis it will be
referred to as the SoHo Mural.
3
Paul Goldberger, introduction to Richard Haas: An Architecture of Illusion, by Richard Haas (New York: Rizzoli,
1981), 18.
4
In 1977, Doris Friedman merged CityWalls with the New York Public Arts Council, founded by Friedman in 1971,
to become the Public Art Fund. Today, the Public Art Fund stands as one of New York City’s leading public art
organizations. The Public Art Fund, “History,” Public Art Fund, http://www.publicartfund.org (accessed May 1,
2012).
5
Trompe l’oeil is a painting technique that uses realistic imagery to create an optical illusion that if effectively
executed fools or tricks the viewer into believing that what is depicted actually exists in three dimensions.
6
Kira Obolensky, “Haas: Painting Over the City,” Architecture Minnesota 13, no. 3 (May/June 1987): 13.
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cities. His architectural canvases also include the facades of office buildings and courthouses as well as
the exterior walls of warehouses and other buildings that, although in use, show signs of age. Many of
these walls were what Haas has called “wounded areas” but, through his murals, they have become
opportunities for Haas to stitch together the points of discontinuity left behind in the wake of drastic
urban change.
“My early enthusiasm for the architecture I chose to draw and paint did not begin with any
preservation consciousness but it did coincide with a rising concern for appreciating and
preserving the Victorian, Beaux-Arts and Deco heritage of our cities. The incredible construction
of offices and apartments in the 1960s coupled with the wholesale destruction of
neighborhoods through urban renewal and expressway construction left most cities devastated
with gaps. What was left of the past looked precarious but often more beautiful, more human,
more evidently the result of craftsmanship and care than the new. The future was rushing at us
too quickly and we started to question what it would look like.”7
To Haas, cities are layers of history and memory; these layers are tied to the built environment and
contribute to a location’s overall “sense of place.” By paying close attention to the context of a site and
to the layered history of neighborhoods and cities, Haas has been able to integrate these neglected
spaces or “gaps” back into the urban fabric by creating site-specific works of public art that are
grounded into their surroundings. Although Haas’ appreciation for and desire to preserve the built
environment did not originate from a historic preservation consciousness, his work is about preserving
and contributing to the “sense of place” in cities, neighborhoods, and communities. In many ways, his
murals are equivalent to the monuments and historic buildings that contribute to a community’s “sense
of place.” His murals have become neighborhood landmarks in their own right.
Haas’ murals are works of public art. However, there is such a broad scope of possibilities for
what public art can look like, what it should mean for those that engage with it, and what challenges are
associated with preserving it, that it is difficult to pin down a single definition of what public art is. For
7

Richard Haas: An Architecture of Illusion (New York: Rizzoli, 1981), 64.
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the purposes of this thesis, I will be limiting my discussion of public art to outdoor murals on
architectural surfaces and specifically to the outdoor, trompe l’oeil murals of Richard Haas. In the past,
civic statuary, monuments, and memorials honoring individuals or groups of people (such as the General
Sherman statue at Grand Army Plaza and the Vietnam War Memorial in Washington D.C.) were the
traditional forms of public art. However, today, massive art installations such as The Giant Needle and
Button at the Fashion District Information Center in Manhattan, art environments like the Philadelphia
Magic Gardens —made out glass bottles, ceramics and found objects— and even artist-cooked
communal meals8 are also all considered public art. In addition, public art is not just a permanent or
stationary work, but encompasses temporary works made with impermanent materials as well. This in
turn influences how the art is created and what provisions are made for its maintenance and
preservation.
Richard Haas’ murals are a type of public art because they are works of art created by an artist
for a specific location with the intention of being displayed to the public. These works are site-specific in
that they cannot be moved to another location and still have the same sense of place and meaning
intact. As works of public art, Haas’ murals do what a lot of public art does not; that is, they change the
context in which they have been placed.9 Many works of public art, although built for a specific location
in mind, are not site-specific or integrated enough with the built environment to the extent that their
absence would be a drastic change within the environs they had been placed. Haas’ completed murals,
whose designs are founded on a firm understanding of the historical, cultural, and architectural
development of a place over time and executed using the long standing tradition of painted
architecture, embed themselves firmly into cities, towns, and historic districts. His murals bring an

8

Dan Cameron, “City of Wonders,” in Plop: Recent Projects of the Public Art Fund by Susan K. Freedman (London:
Merrell Publishers in Association with the Public Art Fund, 2004), 25.
9
Richard Haas: An Architecture of Illusion (New York: Rizzoli, 1981), 10.
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added dimension to these areas because they also serve as social commentary, shedding light on the
changing urban fabric of cities at the time they were created and today. They pay homage to and serve
as reminders of the past by depicting historic architectural styles or portraying images of a location’s
historic past that may not otherwise be known to its residents. They act as contrasts to the present by
making us, the viewers, think about how much has changed in a city. His murals act as yellow caution
signs, gently telling us to think about our next steps towards the future with regard to the development
of the built environment. His murals are social and historic landmarks that deserve to be preserved.
Unfortunately, almost half of all Haas’ murals created over the past thirty-seven years have
been destroyed and many of his remaining murals are at risk of destruction due to a host of threats and
preservation challenges. In New York, home to the largest concentration of Haas’ earliest works; only
ten of the eighteen murals he created throughout the State remain standing. In addition, the SoHo
Mural, his first work, is currently in danger of being erased from the SoHo cityscape.
It is the goal of this study to present viable preservation strategies that can be used to protect
the SoHo Mural as well as the remaining Haas murals in New York. In chapter one, I will review the
history of Richard Haas as an artist, discussing what experiences and influences led him to begin working
as an outdoor muralist in New York. I will provide an overview of his exterior mural works to date and
make a case for their significance. In chapter two, I will explore the various threats and challenges that
hinder the survival of outdoor murals. I will also discuss in detail previous and current threats to Haas’
iconic, SoHo Mural.
In chapter three, I will present strategies for the protection of outdoor murals. I will begin with
an examination of the mural preservation initiatives that have been developed in Los Angeles and
Philadelphia. These two cities are home to a large collection of outdoor murals and have developed

10

unique strategies for their preservation. Then I will examine some of the leading public art agencies in
New York City to determine what provisions they have in place for the maintenance and protection of
public art in general and specifically outdoor murals. In doing so, I hope to discover what provisions for
the protection of public art currently exist and if they can be applied to Haas’ murals. Lastly, I will
present specific preservation strategies for the protection of the SoHo Mural in New York. It is the hope
that these strategies can be applied not just to Haas’ work but to other site-specific works of public art
facing similar threats as well.

11

Chapter One: Richard Haas
A. Artist History
Richard Haas was born in 1936 in the small town of Spring Green, Wisconsin.10 From a very early
age, Haas had a natural talent for art as well as a strong interest in architecture. Haas’ interest in
architecture was stimulated by the presence of Frank Lloyd Wright and Taliesin, Wright’s architectural
studio, within the Spring Green community.11 His interest in architecture went beyond mere fascination
with built structures; encompassing his attraction to the representations of architecture found in such
things as maps, plans, city aerial views, dioramas and woodcarvings. He would often copy the
renderings and cross sectional drawings of luxury liners, department stores, and hotels he found in his
“World Book encyclopedia,” recreating them in modeling clay.12
Haas resided in Spring Green until 1943 when his father, the town butcher, closed his shop and
moved the family to Milwaukee in order to take a war–related factory job during World War II.13 When
Haas’ father closed the butcher shop, his uncle, George, who had assisted in running the store, went to
work for Frank Lloyd Wright as a stone mason at Taliesin. 14 Despite Haas’ move to Milwaukee, he still
remained connected to the town of Spring Green, returning frequently to visit his relatives and intrigued
by Wright and his architectural works.
Along with his childhood interest in art and architecture, Haas had an affinity for big cities which
was fostered by the numerous road trips he and his family took to metropolises like Chicago and Detroit.
His father, having a keen interest in engineered structures and in things dealing with manufacturing,

10

Richard Haas: An Architecture of Illusion (New York: Rizzoli, 1981), 28.
Richard Haas, oral history interview by author, Manhattan, New York, February 24, 2012.
12
Ibid., 30.
13
Ibid.
14
Richard Haas, oral history interview by author, Manhattan, New York, February 24, 2012. Haas’ uncle George
was a trained stonemason in Germany before immigrating to the United States.
11
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would take Haas and his siblings to visit architecturally significant buildings.15 They would also visit
museums like the Museum of Science and Industry in Chicago and the Henry Ford Museum in Detroit. 16
These family outings, coupled with Haas’ unwavering fascination with architecture, worked to
supplement and reinforce his interests. In addition to big cities, Haas was also interested in dioramas.17
He first encountered dioramas at the Milwaukee Public Museum, a natural and human history museum,
in Milwaukee, Wisconsin.18 The dioramas he observed at the museum depicted detailed, historic scenes
of such events as Milwaukee in 1850 or of Native Americans residing in traditional dwellings, providing
the observer a view into the past.19 His love of dioramas would eventually lead Haas to create intricate
dioramas of his own, which would be the precursors to his large scale mural work. Haas’ early,
childhood interest in architecture (in its various forms) and in the works of Frank Lloyd Wright, his love
of big cities as well as his interest in dioramas and the histories they portrayed, were all significant
influences that would shape his development into an outdoor muralist.
As a teenager, his interest in architecture and especially in the works of Frank Lloyd Wright
increased greatly, with Haas reading every book he could find written by or on Wright. He also began

15

One of the buildings that Haas and his family frequently visited while in Chicago was the Chicago Board of Trade
Building, an art deco skyscraper designed by the architectural firm Holabird and Root and completed in 1930.
16
Richard Haas, oral history interview by author, Manhattan, New York, February 24, 2012.
17
The American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language, 4th Edition., s.v. "Diorama."
http://www.thefreedictionary.com/diorama (accessed December 15 2012). A diorama is a three-dimensional
miniature or life-size scene in which figures, stuffed wildlife, or other objects are arranged in a naturalistic setting
against a painted background.
18
Milwaukee Public Library, “Milwaukee Public Library History,” Milwaukee Public Library,
http://www.mpl.org/file/libraryhistory.htm (accessed November 15, 2012); National Park Service, “Central Library,
Milwaukee, Milwaukee County, Wisconsin, 74000101,” National Register of Historic Places,
http://www.nationalregisterofhistoricplaces.com/wi/Milwaukee/state.html (accessed November 20, 2012). In an
oral history taken with the artist, he stated that the Milwaukee Public Museum was where he developed an
appreciation for historic buildings. During Haas’ childhood the museum was housed in the Milwaukee Public
Library, a Renaissance Revival building built in 1895 and listed on the National Register of Historic Places in 1974.
Construction on the building that currently houses the museum (located a block north from the original site) was
started in 1960 and completed in 1962.
19
Richard Haas, oral history interview by author, Manhattan, New York, February 24, 2012.
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making his own drawings of buildings based on Wright’s style.20 It was during this time that he seriously
considered becoming an architect. In 1954, Haas attended Wisconsin State College (later known as the
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee) as a full-time student. He was intent on pursuing study in
architecture but because Wisconsin State did not have an architecture school or department, he
enlisted in the “unclassified” division.21 During his freshman year, he decided to take a few courses in
art. In his art classes he met the art professor, Joseph Friebert, who took Haas “under his wing,”
encouraging his artistic ability.22
Although Haas was exploring art at Wisconsin State he was still very interested in becoming an
architect and persuaded his uncle, George, to let him apprentice at Taliesin, with Wright’s permission,
during the summer of 1955. Although Haas’ uncle took him on as an apprentice, teaching him aspects of
the stonemasonry trade, he knew that Haas was more interested in architecture. As his uncle’s
apprentice, Haas explored the grounds freely, talked with members of the Taliesin Fellowship, watched
the architects at work, and examined hundreds of architectural drawings (representations of
architecture that he found fascinating as a child) created by Wright and his associates, taking in
everything that he could. His time at Taliesin proved beneficial in that it allowed him to become
completely engrossed in the architectural practice but enabled him to discover the aspects of
architecture that he was not as interested in as well. His aversion to architectural drafting and the
tediousness of creating countless working drawings necessary for architectural projects were aspects of
architecture that did not appeal to Haas. Ultimately, Haas decided not to go down the path of becoming
an architect and decided to pursue art and painting instead, which he had become increasingly absorbed
in while at Wisconsin State College. In a 1979 interview, he stated that “although becoming an architect

20

Richard Haas: An Architecture of Illusion (New York: Rizzoli, 1981), 30.
Richard Haas, oral history interview by author, Manhattan, New York, February 24, 2012.
22
Ibid.
21
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seemed a wonderful idea, I got very scared of the whole math and engineering aspect of it. It did not
inspire me and ultimately I lost interest.” 23
Haas graduated from Wisconsin State College with a degree in art and art education in 1959.
Sometime after, he started working as an art teacher at an inner-city high school in Milwaukee. While
teaching, he also took night classes at the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee in hopes of getting a part
time master’s degree in art and art education. However, after two years, Haas realized that he wanted
to pursue a career in art instead.24 From 1961 to 1963 Haas attended graduate school at the University
of Minnesota studying painting and printmaking, working under the artists Peter Busa and Michael
Myers. After completing his MFA at the University, Haas accepted a teaching position at Michigan State
University.
Although Haas was continuing to follow a variation on the “avant garde” art movement
interpreted by Clement Greenberg that was prevalent at the time, he was also shying away from
abstract works, becoming more and more focused on realist depictions in art.25 It was around this time
that Haas started to make his dioramas. His first dioramas recreated the interiors of Vermeer and Van
Eyck. In Haas’ book, The City is My Canvas, he stated that he was “intrigued by the light and space in
Vermeer’s painting and reconstructed the perspective as closely as possible.”26 Haas then began to
depict artists working in their studios such as: Vermeer, Jackson Pollock, Gertrude Stein (see fig. 1),
Gaudi, and Louis Sullivan. However, because these dioramic boxes he created were outside the “avant
garde” focus of the day, they became what he called his “closet” art form. 27

23

John Gruen, “The Plausible Fantasies of Richard Haas,”ArtNews 78 (May 1979): 94.
Richard Haas, oral history interview by author, Manhattan, New York, February 24, 2012.
25
Richard Haas, The City Is My Canvas (New York: Prestel, 2001), 15; Richard Haas: An Architecture of Illusion (New
York: Rizzoli, 1981), 45.
26
Richard Haas, The City Is My Canvas (New York: Prestel, 2001), 45.
27
Ibid.
24
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In June of 1968, Haas took a one-year leave from his teaching position at Michigan State and
moved to New York City in order to teach printmaking at Bennington College in Vermont. For the first
three months in New York City Haas lived on the Bowery, but was soon able to rent a loft in SoHo on
Wooster and Broome Streets.28 Although Haas was initially overwhelmed by New York City, the
environment focused his eye on the architecture around him and over time he developed an interest in
late nineteenth and early twentieth century New York City architecture.29 The influence that his move
to the City and his exposure to its architecture had on him began to be reflected in his diorama boxes.
Instead of depicting artists at home in their studios, he started to focus on the streets of his immediate
environment, depicting his SoHo neighborhood of cast-iron buildings and warehouses. His new dioramic
boxes portrayed views of Broome and Greene Streets (see fig. 2) as well as of the corner of Howard and
Broadway. They also depicted interior views of neighborhood fixtures like Fanelli’s Bar and Procelli’s
Meat Market.30
Being in New York also enabled Haas to step away from the “avant garde” point of view and
allowed him to pursue his “realist” predilections, which had been thus far confined to the creation of his
dioramic boxes.31 In 1969 he started to create dry-point32 drawings of cast- iron facades; the first of
these was the Haughwout Building (see fig. 3) on the corner of Broome Street and Broadway. 33 As a
technique, dry-point came rather easily to Haas and “related to so much he had studied over the years –
etchings by Canaletto, Meryon, Haden, Whistler, Rembrandt, D. Y. Cameron and especially Piranesi.”34
From 1969 to 1974, Haas continued depicting the streets and buildings of SoHo and other areas around
28

Richard Haas, The City Is My Canvas (New York: Prestel, 2001), 60.
Ibid.
30
Ibid., 61.
31
The Realist Movement in art was an attempt to objectively depict subjects as they exist in the world, without
embellishment or interpretation.
32
Encyclopædia Britannica Online, s. v. "drypoint", http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/172437/drypoint
(accessed December 15, 2012). Drypoint is an engraving method in which the design to be printed is scratched
directly into a copperplate with a sharply pointed instrument.
33
Richard Haas: An Architecture of Illusion (New York: Rizzoli, 1981), 62.
34
Ibid. The work of Piranesi served as the inspiration for many of Haas’s large scale murals.
29
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the city in dry-point and etchings, and in lithographs and watercolors as well. During this time, he also
traveled extensively throughout the United States, depicting the various architectural styles he
encountered.
His interest in late 19th and 20th century architecture in New York evolved into a focus on the
style of the American Renaissance found in buildings like Grand Central Station and the Flatiron
Building.35 His interests shifted again to focus primarily on early 20th century American architecture,
which would come to dominate his etching, lithographs, and watercolors during the early 1970s, with
the financial district in lower Manhattan a favorite subject. 36
“I would also begin to see patterns and repetitions in the compositions of buildings on the street
and became more fascinated by the clash of styles….The city began to appear as a battle
between order and chaos in the style jumbling that occurs in an area like lower Manhattan,
where 250 years of architectural styles and urban scale are compressed into a couple of blocks.
I saw similar clashes in other cities such as Boston, Philadelphia, San Francisco and Chicago.”37
In addition to traveling a great deal throughout the United States, Haas also traveled extensively
throughout Europe. In southern Germany, Haas discovered Rococo architecture, which he said was one
of the most amazing discoveries he had ever made. The illusionistic works of artists like Balthazar
Neumann, Johann Michael Fischer, and others from the period as well as the painted architecture that
he encountered enticed and inspired him.38 The subtle and soft arrangement of colors fascinated him
and the combinations of sculpture, painting, light, and architecture all “coming together” in this
particular style was what he felt he had always wanted to produce in his artistic works.39 The painted
villages along the Ligurian coast of Italy and the fresco interiors by artists such as Veronese, Tiepolo and

35

Richard Haas: An Architecture of Illusion (New York: Rizzoli, 1981), 63.
Ibid.
37
Ibid.
38
Ibid., 66.
39
Richard Haas, oral history interview by author, Manhattan, New York, February 24, 2012.
36
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Peruzzi were significantly influential to Haas as well.40 In an interview with Haas, he stated that he
always wanted to be a “full scale” artist or what is known in German as a “Gesamtkunst”: a person who
makes use of a variety of different art forms such as painting, architecture, and sculpture in order to
create a “total work of art.”41 Seeing Rococo architecture in person during his travels reinforced and
solidified his desire to create art in the “Gesamtkunst” fashion and he began applying this Gesamtkunst
lens, this desire to “lock everything together,” to how he viewed paintings and ultimately to the creation
of his outdoor murals.
“The discovery of earlier solutions to softening the impact on the eye caused by the chaotic
clashes of the city and the possibilities offered by paint for altering the perceptions of interior
and exterior spaces led me to consider painting architectural illusions on blank city walls.”42

After returning home from Europe, Haas began to notice the blanks city walls that populated his SoHo
neighborhood and started to think about what could be done to remedy them. He started
photographing a number of the blank walls, with the help of a friend, and painted overlays of different
designs that could be used to incorporate the blanks back within the built environment. These designs
were inspired by the painted architecture he had seen in Germany and Italy.43 In 1974, he approached
Doris Freedman, the director of City Walls, an art organization formed in 1970 by several local New York
City artists. They were painting large graphic murals around the city as a way of enhancing the urban
environment, and she quickly took a liking to many of his proposals, ultimately choosing to execute his

40

Richard Haas: An Architecture of Illusion (New York: Rizzoli, 1981), 66.
Haas also defined a Gesamkunst as a person who had complete control over all aspects of a particular work.
During the oral history interview, Haas linked his desire to have control over all aspects of his work to being in a
similar vein to Frank Lloyd Wright who exerted control over every inch of all his architectural projects; right down
to designing the furniture and decorative elements of a space.
42
Richard Haas: An Architecture of Illusion (New York: Rizzoli, 1981), 66.
43
Richard Haas, Painting the Town: the Illusionistic Murals of Richard Haas, DVD directed by Amalie R. Rothschild
(Santa Monica, CA: Direct Cinema Limited), 2008.
41
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proposal for 112 Prince Street.44 This would be Haas’ first outdoor mural and marked the start of his
career as a large-scale, outdoor muralist.

B. New York and the Historic Preservation Movement
Haas’ move to New York and his exposure to the city’s architecture and urban scheme greatly
influenced his development into an outdoor muralist just as the activist climate of the Historic
Preservation Movement in New York City in the late 1960s also served to influence Haas and the
creation of his murals.
The city that Haas encountered when he moved to New York in the summer of 1968 was a place
whose physical character had been drastically altered by years of sweeping, large scale construction that
affected not just the heart of the city but the outer boroughs as well. The post-war building boom,
which began in the late 1940s-early 1950s and did not end until the early 1970s, led to whole swathes of
the city being completely rebuilt to the point where its original fabric and character would never be the
same.45 The massive construction of office buildings created to accommodate the growing number of
businesses and corporations that were making New York City their corporate headquarters led to 58
million square feet of office space added to the city between the periods of 1947 – 1963.46 Slum
clearance and urban renewal initiatives led to the construction of large-scale public housing projects, so
called “towers in the park,” which were meant to provide lower income residents with improved living
conditions but ended up replacing the slum conditions they were created to remedy. Even the
apartment housing geared towards middle and upper income citizens that began to proliferate were

44

Richard Haas: An Architecture of Illusion (New York: Rizzoli, 1981), 66.
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often criticized for their lack of quality and for what appeared to be a “collapse of architectural
standards.” 47
In addition to the city wide construction of office buildings and housing units, the expressway
projects of Robert Moses and the upgrading of various aspects of the city’s infrastructure led to the
breakdown of many of the city’s cohesive network of neighborhoods and communities. These projects
also led to the wanton destruction of a significant amount of the city’s architectural heritage – primarily,
the buildings of the late 19th and early 20th century. Many of the townhouses, mansions, theatres,
apartment buildings and other significant structures and facilities that represented New York’s older,
diverse architectural heritage and urban scheme were destroyed in the fury of the postwar building
boom, to be replaced by massive highway systems and towering buildings designed in the Modernist
aesthetic - an aesthetic that had fallen out of favor with the public by the time Haas arrived in New York.
A growing distain for the “reductivist”48 nature of the modernist aesthetic was not lost on Haas. But for
Haas, the proliferation of countless office buildings and their juxtaposition with the older aspects of the
city’s architectural heritage highlighted the dissonance of the modernist scheme with the surrounding
environment while emphasizing the character of the historic buildings. According to Haas, the newer
buildings ended up accentuating the beauty of their older, aesthetically dynamic counterparts:
“The large curtain-walled, flat-topped skyscrapers that fill that center city form backdrops for
the earlier, more delicate and fanciful skyscrapers of the teens and twenties. Such early
buildings as the Woolworth, the Chrysler, or the Waldorf become magical, beautiful, and soft
against the harsh repetitive simplicity of their descendants.”49
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In response to the massive construction and destruction that was making over New York during
this period, grassroots efforts to protect the city’s architectural heritage and the integrity of its various
communities, organized by community and civic organizations, began to develop and/or gain strength.
Civic organizations like the Municipal Arts Society and community groups such as the Brooklyn Heights
Association and Save the Village rallied citizens together to fight against development that threatened
the integrity of their communities. The grassroots organizing done by these and many other individuals
and groups throughout New York during the 50s and 60s was part of a citywide preservation movement
that would later evolve into a “political and cultural force” 50 in the city by the late 1960s, especially after
the destruction of McKim, Mead and White’s Pennsylvania Station in 1963, a watershed moment in the
history of NYC’s preservation movement. The destruction of this famous architectural landmark served
as a strong impetus for the creation of New York City’s Landmarks Law, two years later in 1965.
In addition to community groups and civic organizations vocalizing their concern over the
transformation of the built environment of New York City during this time, writers and activists were
also speaking out. In 1961, Jane Jacobs published the influential book, The Death and Life of Great
American Cities. Her book, which was considered by many to be a “celebration of cities,” 51 offered a
comprehensive discussion about and critique of the architecture, urbanism and city planning issues that
were affecting not just New York but cities across the United States. It strongly critiqued New York’s
current city planning and development policies and attacked the Modernist planning scheme and
aesthetic that had come to dominate New York during the period.
Although Haas says that the creation of his murals did not stem from a preservation
consciousness, considering the climate of New York City at the time he arrived in the summer of 1968
50
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and leading up to the creation of his first mural, it is probably not a coincidence that the rhetoric he uses
to discuss how he saw the city during this time and what he was trying to accomplish with his murals in
the urban environment sounds similar to the writings of Jane Jacobs. For example, in Haas’ book, An
Architecture of Illusion he stated that:
“My early enthusiasm for the architecture I chose to draw and paint did not begin with any
preservation consciousness but it did coincide with a rising concern for appreciating and
preserving the Victorian, Beaux-Arts and Deco heritage of our cities. The incredible
construction of offices and apartments in the 1960s coupled with the wholesale destruction of
neighborhoods through urban renewal and expressway construction left most cities
devastated with gaps...”52
Also, in an interview with Architectural Digest he stated that:
“Some have called what I do urban surgery–radical urban surgery. But it’s more like mending.
What I’m pushing for is a real completion of the circle, when architects will go in and start
building in ways that will give a sense of cohesiveness to the environment.”53

In Jane Jacobs’, The Death and Life of Great American Cities where she discusses what should be done
about failing housing projects she states:
“To think of salvaging or improving projects, as projects, is to repeat this root mistake. The
aim should be to get that project, that patch upon the city, rewoven back into the fabric – and
in the process of doing so, strengthening the surrounding fabric too.”54

The ideas and the way of approaching and thinking about the built environment of Haas and Jacobs are
very much the same. Both Haas and Jacobs identified what was not working in the built environment
and believed the best way to remedy those defects was to weave them back into the existing fabric of
the city.
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By the time that Richard Haas arrived in New York in the summer of 1968, the Historic
Preservation movement was growing to greater prominence in day to day city life, as battles continued
to be fought to protect areas threatened with destruction. For example, the preservation battle to save
Grand Central Terminal from having a multi-story building erected above the historic structure was well
underway. In fact, Haas himself participated in the preservation movement’s fight to save the historic
heritage of the city when his new home, SoHo, was threatened with destruction by Robert Moses’
Lower Manhattan Expressway (LOMEX). Originally proposed by Moses in 1959 and approved for
construction by the Board of Estimate in 1968, the LOMEX plan called for the creation of a 10-lane
expressway that would connect the Holland Tunnel with the West Side Highway and the Manhattan
Bridge.55 However, the construction of the expressway would bisect SoHo along Broome Street, (the
location of Haas’ first studio loft) as well as Chinatown, Little Italy, several other Lower East Side
neighborhoods, the South Village and parts of Greenwich Village; ultimately leading to the destruction
of hundreds of buildings, homes and businesses.56 The artists of SoHo, of which Haas was one, joined
the battle to stop the LOMEX project, spearheaded by the Citywide Coalition Against the Lower
Manhattan Expressway and other community and constituency groups, in order to protect the studio
lofts that they called home; becoming an important factor in the battle against the expressway.
Organizing themselves into the Artists Against the Expressway (AAE), the artists living in SoHo
used their resources, connections and influence to assist the Coalition in raising awareness of their
plight and to gain support from members of the art world and the public. As a group, they also
promoted the value and historic character of the cast-iron architecture prevalent in SoHo and began a
campaign for the preservation of SoHo’s cast iron architecture, getting the historic preservationist,
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James Marsden Fitch involved in their cause.57 Due to the efforts of the Coalition, the SoHo artists, and
other concerned parties, the LOMEX was defeated in 1969.58 The defeat of LOMEX and the raised
awareness of the historical importance of SoHo’s cast iron architecture made it possible for the district
to be designated a historic district in 1974.

C. What made Haas’ murals possible?
The influx of new construction and development during the 1950s and 60s often resulted in the
loss of significant works of architecture and in the disruption and often the destruction of entire
neighborhoods in NYC and indeed in many cities across the country. In New York, no section of the city
was left unscathed and the scars left behind were sometimes in the form of blank walls, and other gaps
and disruptions in the cohesiveness of the city’s streetscapes. By the end of the building boom, the
fabric and makeup of cities was forever altered as a result. While the destruction caused by the building
boom was an unfortunate part of New York City’s history, the resulting blank facades and party walls
provided Richard Haas with just the right canvases needed to create his outdoor murals.
The building boom helped to spur on the development of the historic preservation movement,
and the ideals and rhetoric of this movement likely contributed to the climate in which Haas’ murals
were created. The movement created public awareness of the significance of the city’s architectural
heritage and helped to transform the way that local citizens thought about the architecture around
them and about the makeup of their communities. In many ways, the movement made individuals and
local communities more sensitive to the structure and significance of their surroundings. As these
sentiments were carried over into the 1970s, especially as the Historic Preservation movement gained
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more influence in the city during this period, they may have helped shape the way his murals were
viewed and interpreted.

D. His Works 59
Since the creation of the SoHo Mural on 112th Prince Street in 1975, Richard Haas has produced
a great number of murals in cities throughout the United States and abroad. To date, Richard Haas has
created a total of fifty three outdoor murals.60 However, out of his mural repertoire only twenty-eight
murals remain standing albeit in varying states of wear.61 Haas’ work, both extant and non-existing can
be divided into three distinct groups based on: different types of mural creation practices, their design
complexity, and the significance of the date of their completion.
All of Haas’ murals created in the first five years of his career can be considered his pre-1980 or
early works. This group of murals contains many of Haas’ most memorable and iconic pieces such as his
SoHo Mural (see fig. 4) the Peck Slip Arcade mural (see fig. 5) and the Boston Architectural Center (see
fig. 6). The murals created during this period were different from all of his later works because they
were installed by sign painters as opposed to artists trained in painting or by firms that specialized in
mural painting. In addition, with the exception of the mural Zwingerstrasse, (see fig. 7) which was
created in Germany using Keim silicate paints,62 all of his works during this period were created in oil
paint. Also, all of the works during this period were architectural-detail based with a focus on extending
or completing a façade of a building. During this period ten murals were created, but only three murals
remain standing today.
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All of Haas’ works created between 1980 -1989 can be considered his mid–career works. During
this period his mural designs went beyond architectural detailing with its emphasis on extending or
completing facades and began to include figurative imagery as well. Many of his most technically
challenging and stylistically significant murals such as Homage to the Chicago School (see fig. 8) and The
Tarrant County Courthouse (see fig.9) were created during this timeframe. It was also during this time
that, instead of working with firms that specialized in mural painting, he created his own company.
Called American Illusion, this company carried out the bulk of the work created in this period. The types
of paints used in the creation of his murals during this period were Keim silicate paints and occasionally
oil, acrylic and latex exterior paints. Twenty-eight murals were created during this timeframe with
twelve murals still extant today.
Lastly, all works created from 1990 until the present will be referred to as Haas’ later works.
This period is marked by a switch from creating murals primarily through his company, American Illusion
(whose last work was started in 1990), to a return to firms that specialized in mural painting. The
majority of the murals created during this period were made using Keim silicate paints. Fifteen murals
were created between 1990 -2012 and thirteen of those remain standing today.

E. Current Condition of Murals
Out of the fifty-three outdoor murals that Richard Haas has created, twenty-one murals have been
lost and the remaining twenty-eight murals are in varying states of wear. Within the context of
discussing the current condition of Richard Haas’ murals, a lost mural is defined as one that has been
painted over, covered over either fully or partially by new construction, or destroyed because the
structure it is placed on has been demolished. Although each of the conditions reflects different
degrees of loss, there is at minimum a diminished likelihood that the mural can be recovered. An extant
mural is one that is physically and visually intact. Of the extant murals, severely compromised murals
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are murals that are vandalized, have lost a significant degree of integrity, or are otherwise at risk of
being destroyed. Compromised murals are ones that are not at risk of being destroyed but require
attention and maintenance before issues with integrity are further expressed.
Out of the remaining twenty-eight murals, four of his murals are severely compromised and in
need of attention: SoHo Mural in New York; Centre Theater mural in Milwaukee, Wisconsin (see fig. 10);
the Tarrant County Courthouse in Fort Worth, Texas and the City of Huntsville collection of murals in
Huntsville, Texas. Haas’ Yorkville Mural in New York City (see fig. 11), Gateway to the Waterfront mural
in Yonkers, NY and Homage to the Chisholm Trail in Fort Worth, Texas are compromised, showing signs
of paint fading and needing overdue maintenance.

F. Statement of Significance for the Collective Works of Richard Haas
Although Richard Haas has worked as a painter and printmaker, made a career of teaching art at
the university level, and has been involved in a number of art shows and exhibitions showcasing his
paintings and prints, he is most widely celebrated for his work as an architectural muralist. For over
thirty-seven years, Haas has created whimsical yet thought-provoking murals in towns and cities across
the United States and abroad. His works are not just decorative elements created to beautify an urban
space or a gimmick meant to attract attention. For Haas, his murals were meant to serve a more
nuanced function within the built environment. He created his murals as a way of filling in the blank
walls and gaps of discontinuity left behind as a result of unsympathetic urban change. Each mural that
he created is a statement against the way in which urban renewal was destroying the built environment.
Collectively, the twenty-eight remaining murals exemplify the work of an innovative artist and stand as
reminders of Haas’ outdoor mural legacy.
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Aesthetic and Artistic Significance
The remaining twenty-eight murals collectively showcase the evolution of Haas’ creative style
and artistic accomplishments over the course of his career to date. Employing the techniques of trompe
l'oeil painting63 Haas has created "architectural illusions." Aesthetically these illusions, whose size, scale,
color palette, and design are all informed by the architecture they are placed on as well as by the
historical, cultural, and architectural development of a place over time, sympathetically coexist within
the architectural scheme of a given location. For Haas, it was imperative that the works seamlessly
incorporate themselves into the built environment: “I really feel that in order for anything to work in the
outdoor environment it has to have that plausible connection to what else exists in conjunction with
it.”64 The level of attention to detail displayed in his outdoor murals and Haas’ ability to successfully
create works that meet his goal of incorporating themselves into their surroundings, speak volumes
about the technical and creative skill of Haas, “…one of the most successful and respected printmakers
and muralists”65 of his generation.
Historical Significance
Richard Haas’ murals were not created in isolation but were emerging at a time when outdoor
murals were becoming a prolific art form across the United States and abroad. Within the
contemporary mural movement, which began in the late 1960s and encapsulated a variety of mural
trends and styles, many of Haas’ murals are among the earliest remaining examples of outdoor murals
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that fall under the category of urban environmental works.66 Within this mural genre, there was an
emphasis on improving the aesthetic look of towns and cities and making art available to the public.67
While Haas’ murals clearly fall under this genre of work, they did far more than provide a cosmetic
facelift to the built environment. His works did what a lot of the murals in this genre were criticized for
not being able to do: they successfully integrated themselves within the built environment as sitespecific works of public art. His extensive use of the trompe l’oeil technique has led to Haas being
recognized for “virtually, single-handedly reviving the art of trompe l’oeil painting in the twentieth
century, reuniting painting with architecture.”68
Social Significance
The outdoor murals of Richard Haas are significant works of public art that perform several
social functions within the built environment. His murals serve as significant markers of memory and
history within the urban landscape. Each mural design is conceptualized based on a thorough
understanding of the context of the site and the layered history of the town or city in which the mural is
placed. Some of his murals pay homage to the architectural or industrial history of a location while
others reflect on the historic origins of a given town or neighborhood. His murals bring local history to
the forefront in ways that are subtly didactic. Many of his murals unknowingly become teaching tools,
informing community members of an aspect of the history of their urban environment about which they
may otherwise be unaware of, making his works significant local landmarks in their own right.
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Historic Preservation and the Outdoor Murals of Richard Haas
“…the heart of historic preservation lies in the intellectual and emotional connections we make between
memory and environment...the memory/fabric connection. The connection is what allows old buildings to be
seen as sources of wonder, documents about the past, or ways to reform wayward citizens and advance
political causes.”69

The field of historic preservation concerns itself with the protection and preservation of
historically and culturally significant elements of the built environment that tell us stories about our
past. Richard Haas’ murals can be seen as vehicles of Historic Preservation. His murals are a way of
preserving the memory and history of the built environment when the physical fabric cannot be saved.
“Haas’ most provocative works are those that engage in a dialogue with a past reality and are bound in a
meaningful way to their specific sites.”70 His outdoor murals weave themselves into the surrounding
environment and create connections that extend through time and history. What makes his murals all
the more significant is that they do not operate as fixed, static elements within the urban landscape.
The trompe l’oeil illusionism of his murals engages the viewer’s attention and, if the viewer looks a bit
deeper, that illusionism gives way to a sophisticated discussion about the past, present, and future of
the built environment - one of the many important discussions that are at the heart of the field of
historic preservation.
“By transforming the wasteful into the seemingly functional, by turning the bleak into the
beautiful and by transmuting the empty into the substantial, Haas lends credence to the
possibility of change. Because his architectural illusionism is so persuasively realistic, the next
step might indeed be the real, where artists and architects could combine their talents to erect
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sites and buildings with the sort of flair and inventiveness that have become Haas’ intriguing
province.”71
By incorporating such sensitivity to the histories and idiosyncrasies of their built environments, Haas’
murals contribute to a kind of urban development that commemorates rather than erodes the richness
of the past.
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Chapter Two: Challenges to the Preservation of Haas’ Outdoor Murals
A. Introduction
As works of public art painted on the exterior of architectural structures, outdoor murals face a host
of obstacles that make their long-term preservation a challenge. When trying to protect these murals,
some of the most common issues faced by conservators and preservationists center on conservation
and maintenance. However, there are several other concerns that extend far beyond the actual artwork
to include: issues regarding the legal ownership and protection of murals, the effects of urban
development on mural longevity, and the potential for a mural to lose its relevancy for the community
where it is located. After describing each of these challenges in general, I will discuss how each of these
obstacles has affected the integrity of the SoHo Mural on 112 Prince Street.
B. Conservation Needs
An outdoor mural can be viewed as a system comprised of three parts: the paints used by artists to
create the image, the surface of the wall (substrate) which acts as a canvas for the mural, and the
building or architectural structure in its entirety. Deterioration or defects found in any or all of these
parts threaten the longevity and integrity of the mural.
a. Deterioration of Paintings and Coatings
Paints (and coatings often applied over a mural as a form of protection) are the main materials used
by artists to create murals. The types of paints that have been used by artists to create large scale
murals range from commercial architectural and household paints to artist’s fine paints such as oils and
acrylics. However, not all paints are created equal and the type of paint and coatings used to create
murals will greatly affect how well a mural will stand up against the exterior outdoor environment. The
degradation of various paints and coatings due to their exposure to the outdoor environment is a major
challenge to the preservation of outdoor murals. The main reason for this is that as materials, paints
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and coatings are by nature impermanent materials with a limited life span. The temporality of these
materials is exasperated when they are exposed to an outdoor environment because many of the
modern paints and coatings used by artists were not formulated for exterior use. 72 When these murals
are subject to a variety of environmental conditions such as UV light or to the cyclical extremes in
temperature, over a few to several years, they deteriorate at an accelerated rate. A more detailed
discussion of issues related to the deterioration of paints on outdoor murals will not be discussed here
as the subject has been extensively addressed by others. 73
b. Substrates and Building Deterioration
Masonry structures are exposed to a variety of weather and climate changes that affect the
longevity of murals. Depending on what material the exterior walls are clad with, masonry structures
have varying degrees of susceptibility to deterioration. One of the most problematic issues for painted
murals is capillary uptake of precipitation through masonry walls. A masonry structure’s capillary
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uptake tendencies coupled with freeze/thaw cycles subject mural paints to cycles of saturation and
desaturation that eventually will take a toll on the piece.
Architectural design and maintenance can also contribute to the deterioration of murals. The lack of
an overhang on a building, a leaking roof, or other defects can allow for water infiltration and can lead
to loss of adhesion of paint and stains on the surface of murals. In addition, efflorescence, resulting
from salts leaching from masonry materials as water infiltrates through them, can affect paint adhesion
and stability. If buildings have settled over time or are located in areas where earthquakes and seismic
fluctuations occur, cracks may develop that contribute to water infiltration, and may lead to paint
flaking and loss as well. 74
c. Cost
During the period of mural installation, maintenance and the implementation of a maintenance plan
are often not considered. As a result, many murals are often neglected for years, allowing deterioration
problems to compound instead of being addressed as they start to appear.75 The costs involved in
assessing and restoring a mural typically are higher when a mural has not been maintained for a long
time. In addition to the increased cost of restoring a neglected mural, in general, carrying out a large
scale mural restoration is costly and often the artist or the community in which the mural is situated
does not have the necessary funds to hire conservators to address the various issues facing outdoor
murals. Lastly, the location of some murals makes access extremely costly, and therefore it is less likely
that maintenance will be performed.
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d. Vandalism
Vandalism in the form of graffiti may cover a part of or the entire mural, diminishing the overall
aesthetic quality of the piece. In some cases, murals are the prime target for graffiti taggers because it is
much easier and takes far less time to clean a blank wall that has been tagged than to carefully remove a
graffiti tag from the surface of a mural. If a blank wall is tagged with graffiti, city workers can come in
and paint the wall over the next day, if necessary. If a mural is tagged, it may take much longer for the
graffiti tag to be removed, giving the tagger’s work a longer period of exposure. In many cities, murals
have been completely painted over/removed because the extent of the graffiti on the mural had been
overwhelming.
The removal of graffiti is costly and can be extremely difficult, especially when dealing with older
murals and/or murals that were not treated with an anti- graffiti coating prior to being tagged. An anti –
graffiti coating acts as a sacrificial layer. When graffiti is removed from the surface of a mural the
coating is also removed but the underlying paint layers are left intact.76 However, there are sometimes
problems associated with the use of these coatings. Anti-graffiti coatings often yellow over time and
can lead to the delamination of paint film as the coating breaks down.77
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C. Ownership and Legal Protection (Rights and Legal Protection)
Conservation issues are often considered the biggest challenges to the preservation of outdoor
murals. However, questions of ownership of and responsibility for a mural’s maintenance and
restoration can pose even larger challenges. For example, when an artist paints a mural on the exterior
of a building, to whom does the artwork belong? If a building owner plans to alter or destroy a building
with a mural on it, what steps can the artist take to protect his work? If the imagery of a mural has been
altered or changed without the artist’s consent, what legal action is available to the artist? What
happens to a mural when there are vagaries of building ownership? These are but a few of several
important questions that arise when trying to conserve and protect outdoor murals on the exterior of
buildings. When discussing the issues of mural ownership and the legal means to conserve and/or
protect an endangered mural, three parties must be taken into consideration: the artist who created the
work, the building owner, and the person(s) or organization that commissioned the mural. In some
situations, the building owner is the person who has commissioned the mural. However, more often
than not, a third party organization acts as a liaison between the artist and the building owner. These
entities may hold any of a number of different rights over the mural.
There are three broad categories of rights that may be claimed to a mural. These are 1) legal
title, 2) copyright, and 3) moral rights.78 Generally, when an artist creates a work of art, he or she holds
the legal title to that physical work as well as the copyright and the moral rights to it. However, specific
contracts may affect the degree of ownership an artist has over the work and may designate certain
rights to other parties. When a muralist enters into an agreement with a building owner or
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commissioning organization, some if not all of the rights that the artist holds to their work may be
transferred or waived.
It is helpful to summarize these categories of rights. Legal title refers to legal ownership of the
mural. Copyright refers to a group of five distinct rights that allow the holder to reproduce, distribute,
display, perform and to prepare “derivative works” or alternative versions of the copyrighted material.
These five rights can be subdivided and distributed across entities.79 Under the Visual Artist’s Rights Act
(VARA), moral rights refer to an artist’s right to attribution and integrity.80 Attribution allows an artist to
claim ownership of the works they have created. This right also allows the artist to prevent their work
from being attributed to them if the work was modified in a way that damages the reputation or honor
of the artist.81 The right of integrity allows the artist to protect his/her work from being intentionally
modified or altered, especially if such changes could damage the reputation of the artist. This right also
helps the artist protect against any intentional or gross negligence or destruction of his/her work.82
While VARA intends to grant the artist control over his reputation and some capacity to protect his
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work, it merely mandates that the building owner make an effort to notify the artist if the work is to be
modified or destroyed, affording the artist 90 days to remove the work and obtain its title, at his/her
own expense. As such, VARA falls short of ensuring lasting protection for outdoor murals. However, for
moveable works of public art such as sculptures and statues, VARA does allow the artist the opportunity
to protect their work.
The determination of ownership is related to the circumstances under which a mural is created.
For murals created under contract, the specifics of the contract will determine what rights an artist has
to their work. When a mural is commissioned by a building owner, a public art agency, or any other
entity, a contractual agreement between the owner and the muralist(s) usually stipulates that
ownership or the legal title to the work be signed over to the building owner or commissioning body.
Depending on what other provisions are in the contract, artists may also be asked to relinquish their
copyrights and waive their VARA rights as well. For murals created before 1991, if the title to the mural
was signed over to the building owner there is no legal action that can be taken to protect a mural. For
murals created after 1991, if the title, copyright, or both are relinquished, but the moral rights are
retained, the artist will still be able to take legal action should his work be threatened with destruction
or alteration under VARA.83 If all of these rights are transferred or waived, the artist will have no
recourse if their work is threatened with destruction or neglect.
If a mural is created on the exterior of a building without the consent of the building owner the artwork,
which in this case consists of the paint layers that comprise the mural, belong to the artist. If a mural is
created on the exterior of a building with the consent of the building owner and no legal contract, the
same designation holds true. Whether a mural placed on a building is considered graffiti or a piece of
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art affects how much protection it is afforded. While discussion of the factors that define a mural as art
vs. graffiti vandalism go beyond the scope of this thesis, it should be noted that murals considered acts
of vandalism are not guaranteed the aforementioned rights.84 If an artist creates a mural for an
organization he is employed by, the mural is considered a “work for hire” and all rights belong to the
employer. 85 In this situation, the artist has no legal right to the work.
Ownership issues are complex, and each instance may have its own specific problems that affect
these issues. Some challenges with unclear circumstances that deserve further study Include:


There are often cases where it is not clear who owns a mural. For example, if the title to a work
is transferred over to a building owner and several years later that owner sells the building to
someone else, who owns the title to the mural?



What happens if the third party organization that commissioned a mural and owns the title to
the mural painted on a building no longer exists? In this situation who owns the title to the
mural?



VARA rights are only effective for the life of the artist. What legal actions can be taken if the
artist has passed away?
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D. Urban Development/ Redevelopment and Outdoor Murals

In addition to the conservation and legal challenges that can arise when dealing with outdoor
murals, urban development/redevelopment poses a serious danger to the preservation of murals.
The pressures associated with urban development and the scope, degree and location of projects
that are the result of such pressures can lead to murals being partially or fully covered, altered,
moved or destroyed.
Justifying the preservation of a mural and the building the mural is on in the face of urban
redevelopment/revitalization projects can be a major challenge. Often, murals are used as
temporary solutions to blank walls and empty lots until those areas can be filled in by new
development or as a method for beautifying an area. Over time, these "temporary solutions" may
become defining features in the neighborhoods in which they are located. But even though these
murals may become defining features and people become invested in their survival, weighing the
pros and cons of new urban development that could bring jobs, services and people into a blighted
area versus weighing the pros of the mural and maintaining it in perpetuity is a challenging dilemma.

E.

Relevancy

More so than with any other public art medium, outdoor murals are often subjected to and
influenced by the feelings of their audience. This is in part because the public is sometimes witness to
the creation process from beginning to end and may develop a vested interest in the work. The public is
often a key factor in whether or not an endangered mural is protected or destroyed and a community
can decide whether a mural survives. Therefore, how relevant a mural is to the community in which it is
situated in is a strong determinant of whether or not a mural will be around for the long term.
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“Despite the relative impermanence of paint exposed to sun, despite North American winters and
acidic urban atmospheres, the ultimate danger is that a mural outlasts the community consensus
that it originally reflected and helped shape.”86
Relevancy of a mural to a community can be lost or diminished for a variety of reasons. The imagery of
a mural may no longer be reflective of how a community views itself, gentrification and population shifts
over time can create a “new” local community that has no historical or emotional connection to a
currently standing mural, or economic/development interests could begin to take precedence. The
issue of relevancy raises the question of what should happen to a mural if it has lost meaning within the
social context of a community. When a mural is no longer relevant, should that mural be preserved or
should it be allowed to go away, even if the mural holds great historical and cultural value?

F. 112 Prince Street Mural
On August 14, 1973, 112 Prince Street along with 499 other buildings bounded by Canal Street,
Broadway, Howard Street, Crosby Street, East Houston, West Houston, and West Broadway were
designated as part of the SoHo Cast-Iron District by the Landmarks Preservation Commission of New
York City.87 The following year, Richard Haas created a mural design for the unadorned, brick façade of
112 Prince Street and presented his designs to Doris Freedman, the director of the public art
organization City Walls. The design was ultimately approved and with a grant from the National
Endowment for the Arts, Haas’ mural was completed in 1975.88
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a. Description of Mural
The neo-Grec, cast iron front façade of 112 Prince Street, designed by Peter Berger in 1889, with all
its ornate detailing, is meticulously duplicated on the eastern side of the building.89 In order to
accurately mimic the aged and weathered look of 112 Prince Street’s cast iron façade, the mural was
painted using a monochromatic tan/brown palette.90 A number of additional details and illusions were
applied to the mural in order to strengthen its realistic appearance. Several open windows, two air
conditioners and the image of a sleeping cat on the second story window ledge are depicted in the
mural. Also, shadows were painted in each window bay in order to create a sense of light and depth in
the mural. 91 In addition, two real windows, located on the upper portions of the building, were
incorporated into the mural’s design.

b. Statement of Significance
The SoHo Mural located on 112 Prince Street stands as the first outdoor mural created by Richard
Haas, the artist noted for reviving the art of trompe l’oeil painting in the twentieth century. Strongly
connected to the architecture of the building, Haas’ mural not only celebrates the typology of cast-iron
architecture, but shows deference to the architectural history of SoHo as a district. In creating his mural
on the façade of 112 Prince Street he has made an effort to “complete” the building by filling in a “gap”
in the urban landscape.
“The mural really does transform a corner of New York. It pays homage to the real cast iron
façade and by implication to all the cast-iron fronts of SoHo, but it is also about completion –
filling in of a missing part, the making of a totality. Haas is attempting to make the
neighborhood whole.”92
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In many ways, the SoHo Mural is Haas’ own way of affecting positive change on the built environment.
Haas’ artistic talent coupled with his personal affinity for the urban built environment and its layered
history is all manifested in the SoHo Mural.
“Haas’ personal interest in preserving and, if possible, recapturing the essence of historic
architecture is a fundamental element of his iconographical style that began with the design for
the Prince Street mural.” 93
The success of the SoHo Mural within the urban environment led to the creation of many other sitespecific works of public art by Haas that sympathetically incorporated themselves into the urban
landscape in cities across the United States and abroad.
Within the history of New York City, the SoHo Mural is one of the earliest examples of public art
created during the 1960s and 70s that populated the city landscape. During the 1970s, SoHo was known
as an artist’s colony, a place where scores of artists, including Haas, were living in lofts and creating
works of art. The placement of Haas’ mural in the midst of this creative environment was very
appropriate at the time. Since then, the SoHo neighborhood has changed drastically from its artist
colony days, and much of the public art and mural art created in SoHo from that time has since been
destroyed. For the community of SoHo, Haas’ mural stands as one of the last remaining large scale
outdoor murals in the district and his mural stands as an iconic landmark and a historical reminder of
SoHo’s history as an artist colony.
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G. Challenges to the 112 Prince Street Mural
a. Conservation Needs
Since it was completed in 1975, the SoHo Mural has been repainted once, five years after it was
installed on the façade of 112 Prince Street in 1980. The repainting was a faithful replication of the
original work. From 1980 to the present, the mural has remained intact without any lacunae disrupting
the overall image, however significant paint fading and deterioration, as a result of its exposure to the
outdoor elements, natural aging of paint and a lack of maintenance, has occurred. In addition, between
1980 and prior to 2008, a second cat was painted into the mural by someone other than the artist.94 In
2008, the mural was vandalized by graffiti taggers. The graffiti tags obscure most of the lower portion of
the mural. Furthermore, it was reported that the party wall of 112 Prince Street has sustained damage95
and is in need of repair as well. The age and deteriorated condition of this mural and the wall it is on,
combined with the graffiti present will make conservation of this mural extremely difficult.
Since the mural was vandalized, the artist has been approached by the Landmarks Preservation
Commission, the SoHo Alliance, and the owners of the Camphor Shoe store that occupies the one story,
lot adjacent to the building, about the possibility of restoring the mural.96 However, no concrete offers
of financial assistance or support have been established. The significant cost entailed in restoring the
piece as well as repairing the damage to the building’s party wall97 is probably one of the single biggest
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obstacles to preserving the mural. Thirteen years ago, the estimated cost for complete restoration and
repair of the wall was over $100,000.00.98 To date, no steps have been taken to restore the mural.
b. Ownership and Legal Protection
It is unclear whether or not there was an actual written agreement between Haas and CityWalls
and between CityWalls and the building owner. But, given the fact that many of CityWalls’ other murals
projects, created before and after 112 Prince Street, had extensive contracts with artists and building
owners, it is assumed that a contract with both Haas and the building owner was created.99 However,
since it cannot be found, it currently offers no protection to the piece.
In regards to 112 Prince Street’s Landmark designation, it is also unclear whether or not a public
hearing was held for the approval of the placement of Haas’ mural on the façade of 112 Prince Street. A
search through the Landmarks Preservation Commission files revealed no evidence of such a hearing.
However, the Landmarks Preservation Commission (LPC) does hold jurisdiction over the mural and any
changes or alterations to the work must first pass through the Commission’s review process.100
c. Urban Development/ Redevelopment
In addition to being damaged by vandalism, the mural has and is currently threatened by
development pressures. In 2009, the Camper store had plans to demolish 110 Prince Street (the
building adjacent to Haas’ mural) and build their multi-story headquarters in its place, which would have
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completely obscured Haas’ mural.101 The plan was unfavorably received and laid to rest both by
community members who were in support of preserving Haas’ mural and by the recent recession.
However, Camper has just completed a roof top addition to 110 Prince Street. The addition obscures
the lower portion of Haas’ mural, further diminishing the mural’s overall effect within the built
environment.
d. Relevancy
The demographics of SoHo since Haas’ mural was completed in 1975 have changed dramatically.
The artist colony of the 1970s has shifted to become a huge commercial and tourist area, especially
along Prince Street and around the vicinity of the mural. However, in spite of this shift there is still
desire within the community to preserve Haas’ mural. Local groups such as the SoHo Alliance are in
favor of protecting and restoring the mural to its former glory. However, relevancy will always be an
issue when it comes to Haas’ murals as well as other works of public art. Cities and communities are not
static. If there is not a constant effort to inform new and older members of a community about the
significance of a work, that work will be vulnerable to destruction. As development pressures in SoHo
become more and more demanding, strong community support for the preservation of Haas’ mural will
be crucial to its survival.
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Figure A. 112 Prince Street, 1974
(Image courtesy of artist, Richard Haas)
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Figure B. SoHo Mural painted on 112 Prince Street, 1975
(Image courtesy of artist, Richard Haas)
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Figure C. SoHo Mural, Fall 2011
(Photo by author, Fall 2011)
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Figure D. SoHo Mural, January 2013 (After the Camper store roof addition)
(Photo by author, January 2013)
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Name: SoHo Mural
Location: East elevation of 112 Prince Street
Substrate: brick and concrete
Size: 8970 square feet
Materials used: oil paint
Commissioned By: Doris Freedman of CityWalls, Inc.
Executed by: Van Wagner Outdoor Advertising
Date Completed: 1975
Current Condition: Fading paint; a second cat was painted into the mural by an unknown person;
presence of graffiti on the lower bottom portion of the mural; damaged party wall; mural is partially
obscured by roof addition added to adjacent one story building
Designation Status: Under the jurisdiction of the Landmarks Preservation Commission 102
Number of times restored: 1
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Chapter Three: Preservation Strategies for the Protection and Maintenance of Haas’ Murals
A. Introduction
Given the various challenges that outdoor murals face, a preservation plan or strategy for their
protection must focus on addressing each of the various, complex issues and circumstances that can
threaten them. Based on the challenges discussed in the prior section of this thesis, I have developed six
categories of potential strategies for the preservation of outdoor murals:


Development of community support



Use of Easements



Some form of designation that includes governmental regulations



Maintenance



Documentation



Development of a regulatory protection program

The use of any one, a combination of, or all of these strategies could serve to aid in the protection of
outdoor murals, but it must be noted that some of these strategies may only be effective if there are a
group of murals present within a community, not just one.

B. General Preservation Strategies
a. Community support
How relevant and meaningful a mural is to the community it belongs to will determine, to a large
degree, how long a mural will survive in the built environment. Murals have a social identity within the
communities in which they are placed, and it is important that they remain relevant to the members of
that community. If a mural is not seen as important or significant, it will be more prone to being
vandalized or destroyed. A grassroots, community-based effort to develop and bolster support for an
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outdoor mural can be a strong force for the protection of the artwork. Such an effort must begin with
educating the public about the significance and relevance of the mural or murals located in their
community. Gaining support in this manner may be easier if the community in question was originally
involved in the creation of the mural. Many murals were created with strong input from community
members regarding imagery and meaning.
There are many reasons why a mural may lose relevance to a community. Community members
who were active in its creation may have moved away or died; the make-up of the local population may
have changed since its installation. The imagery may no longer reflect the concerns of the community
like they once did. Or the meaning that a mural held for a community may have shifted or changed over
time. In such cases, awareness can be regained through public outreach and community programing
that help to reestablish a connection with the artwork. An example of the type of programming or
outreach that could be implemented is the creation of mural walking tours. Such programing can
educate the public about the history behind the creation of murals in a community. Why the mural was
created, who created it, what meaning the mural had for the community at the time of its creation, and
how the mural fit into the greater history of the community are just some of the many questions that
can be answered, providing the public with a better understanding of the significance of the work.
Creating a personal connection between the community and a mural is also important. Putting a
human face to the mural or murals in a community can better connect people to such artworks. Having
individuals who helped create the mural or had input in its design talk about why the mural was created
and what it meant to them at the time, puts a personal face to the work for people who may not have a
connection to the mural. If the artist is still alive, he or she could discuss what his/her intention was for
creating the piece. To reach a broader audience that may advocate for mural preservation, designating
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the mural or murals in a community as a local tourist attraction and creating pamphlets for self-guided
tours is another potential way of gaining support.
b.

Easements

One way in which a mural might be protected is through the use of easements. An easement is a
voluntary but binding legal agreement between a property owner and an easement holder (usually a
governmental/non-profit organization) that provides protection against demolition or neglect, usually in
exchange for some financial benefit to the property owner. For example, an easement may result in a
reduction in property taxes. 103
A common example is the preservation (or façade) easement. The façade easement is used to
protect a historic property from being altered in a way that destroys the historic fabric of the site. The
easement prevents the demolition of a building by neglect, and places restrictions on how the facade of
historic building can be changed and on how the property is developed.104 If an existing outdoor mural
is named in the easement, the easement may protect the mural by placing restrictions on how a
property is utilized and/or requiring periodic maintenance.
In order for a building to qualify for an easement, it must either be listed on the National Register
of Historic Places or be a building recognized as a contributing feature in a historic district by the
National Park Service. City landmarks and buildings in locally-designated historic districts, although
recognized by local governments as having historical significance, would have to be approved for listing
on the National Register to be eligible for an easement.
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Public Art Mural Easements have also been used to protect murals. Many city mural arts/ public art
programs use art easements to establish a legal contract with the owner of a building or property on
which a work of public art will be placed. These easements operate in much the same way as
preservation easements in that they are a legal agreement between a building owner and a city or
governmental public art program that allows the placement of a mural on a designated section of a
building. These easements are binding, with the owner restricted from making any changes and being
responsible for reporting any damage to the mural. These easements also "run with the land" (are valid
even if the property changes hands during the easement's designated time frame) for the duration of
the contract. In some locations, the duration of an easement can be as long as 25 years. In some
contracts, the owner is responsible for the maintenance and restoration of the mural during the
easement period, while in others, the city contributes funds for the installation and maintenance of the
work. However, art easements are typically only put in place at the time of the creation of the mural,
not for existing murals. In addition, mural easements, unlike preservation easements, have a finite
termination date, after which the mural is completely removed and the building restored to its original
condition. Depending on the city or state, the duration and the terms of the contract vary.

c. Landmarks Designation
Having a mural designated as a city or state landmark could be a potential strategy for mural
preservation. City and state landmark designation regulations and protection differ from state to state
so I will limit my discussion to focus on New York City and its designation scheme, using it as an example
of the kind of protection such a designation could potentially afford an outdoor mural. In New York City,
there are four types of landmarks: individual landmarks, interior landmarks, scenic landmarks and
historic districts. For the purposes of this discussion, individual landmarks and historic districts will be
the primary focus.
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i. Individual Landmark Designation
In New York City, properties eligible for landmark status must be at least 30 years old 105 and
“possess a special character or special historical or aesthetic interest or value as part of the
development, heritage, or cultural characteristics of the city, state, or nation.”106 Some examples of the
types of properties that could be designated as an individual landmark include: bridges, row houses,
skyscrapers, lighthouses, burial grounds, parks, water towers, or statues. If a property meets the two
criteria mentioned above, a member of the public, a property owner or any other interested parties can
nominate the property for designation as a landmark by filling out and submitting a Request for
Evaluation Form (REF) 107 to the Landmarks Preservation Commission (LPC). Once submitted, the REF is
reviewed by members of the REF committee to determine if the property meets the designation
requirements. If the landmarks designation request is approved, information about the proposed
landmark as well as the REF committee’s recommendations are sent to each member of the Commission
for review. If the members of the Commission are in support of designation, the property is given a full
LPC review. A full Commission review involves a public hearing where the LPC’s Research Department
conducts a presentation about the property. At that time, the property owner as well as members of
the public in support or opposed to the landmarking of a property can express their opinions to the
Commission. If the Commission votes in favor of designating the property as a landmark, a designation
report is filed with the City Council, City Planning Commission and other city agencies and a Notice of
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Designation is sent to the property owner.108 Once a property is designated, it is afforded a certain level
of protection under the City’s Landmarks Law.109
In addition to providing protection at the city level, local landmarks designation may have the
potential to circumvent the stipulations of the Visual Artist’s Right’s Act. VARA states that for murals
created before 1991, if the title to the mural was signed over to the building owner there is no legal
action that can be taken to protect a mural. For murals created after 1991, if the title, copyright, or both
are relinquished, the artist will still be able to take legal action should his work be threatened with
destruction or alteration under VARA. If all of these rights are transferred or waived, the artist will have
no recourse if their work is threatened with destruction or neglect. However, if the mural is considered
a landmarked property, or if it falls under the jurisdiction of state and local landmarks laws, those laws
and the protection they afford will override a ruling under the VARA Act.110

Designating an outdoor mural under city landmarks law would be a great way to provide the
artwork with protection. However, at least within New York City, an individual landmark designation of
a mural on private property may not be possible. In an article discussing New York City murals at risk by
the Uptown Chronicle, an online newspaper, an LPC spokesperson stated in an email to the writer that:

“Murals and painted signs on privately-owned buildings do not qualify for landmark status,”
Elizabeth de Bourbon, an LCP spokeswoman, wrote in an email. “Designating the sign of a
privately-owned building would prevent the next owner from using the building the way he or
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she would want to, and would amount to a taking which is not the intent or the purpose of the
landmarks law.”111

Although this statement was made, it is still not known for certain that a mural cannot be landmarked in
New York City. However, since every state or city has variations in their landmarks regulations, the
possibility of landmarking a mural elsewhere exists.

d.

Historic Districts / Conservation Districts / Overlay Zoning Districts

For communities with a number of significant outdoor murals, applying for a historic district or
conservation district designation could be a way to protect important murals. Historic and conservation
districts are areas within a town or city that consist of resources that are of historic, cultural and/or
architectural importance. If an area contains a significant amount of intact murals created during a
particular time period, they could potentially be designated.

Local historic district designation offers the strongest protection for historic resources because
typically, local designation introduces specific regulations that have enforcement power behind them.
Designation may offer protection in the following forms:
●

Any proposed changes to the exterior elements of a building within a district have to be
presented before a historic preservation commission or architectural review board for public
review.

●

If a demolition permit is submitted for a building within a district, it can be delayed until all
preservation alternatives have been considered.

Conversely, while National Register listing is a tremendous honor and carries some financial
opportunities as well, "under federal law, owners of private property listed in the National Register are
free to maintain, manage, or dispose of their property as they choose, provided that there is no Federal
111
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involvement." 112 While a National Register listing may not provide the same level of protection as a
historic district designation does, a listing on the National Register is often seen as a source of pride in
local communities which could lead to community members wanting to protect and take care of that
resource. Such a designation could be used to promote tourism and awareness of the significance of the
resource.
A conservation district refers to a geographic area(s) containing a concentration of buildings or
features of significance. The level of protection for this kind of district is lower than for a historic
district. These districts are more focused on preserving the overall, distinct character of a particular
area and may not be as focused on preserving the architectural elements to the same degree as a
historic district.113 Also, whereas historic districts are often valued at the state, regional or national
level, these districts are more likely to have a greater value at the neighborhood level. This type of
designation is a good alternative if historic district designation cannot be achieved. However, this type
of designation scheme is not offered in many cities and states.
The use of overlay zoning in an area containing outdoor murals may be considered as a way to
minimize the risk of murals being destroyed by urban development. The way in which land is used in
towns and cities is governed by zoning regulations, which divide land into different zoning districts. Each
of these districts has their own rules governing how land is used. These rules can regulate the height,
size, shape and placement of buildings in a given district as well. An overlay zone is a land use tool used
to create additional regulatory restrictions on how land is utilized and developed in a given area of a
town or city. These additional regulations are overlaid on top of an existing zoning district, creating an
112
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overlay district. The overlay district can cover part or all of a particular zoning district or it can extend
across multiple districts. These overlay districts are created to protect, enhance, or downplay certain
features of a given area.114 Overlay districts have been implemented to protect historic structures,
increase pedestrian walkability in a given area, regulate building heights and signage, and protect nature
areas and scenic view sheds. The creation of a mural art overlay district could be another way in which
to protect outdoor murals in a given area. The overlay district could potentially regulate the
development of buildings adjacent to murals in order to better protect them from being covered over.
It could also regulate modifications to buildings containing murals, which could reduce the risk of a
mural being altered or destroyed.
e.

Maintenance

One of the best strategies for the protection of outdoor murals is the development of a system for
regular, routine maintenance. Routine maintenance and care of a mural and its surrounds can help to
prevent many of the conservation issues plaguing outdoor murals, such as vandalism, from developing.
It is also a means of addressing deterioration issues or other existing problems before they lead to more
significant damage. Maintenance activities can include: sweeping and cleaning the area around a mural,
the removal of graffiti tags or the repair of architectural defects or building damage affecting the mural.
Such activities can be performed by community members, the artist who created the mural or by public
art agencies- anyone with a vested interest in the protection of the mural.
f.

Documentation/Condition Assessment

If none of the above strategies can protect a mural from being destroyed or if the mural cannot be
restored due a lack of funding, a significant mural should, at the very least, be documented so that there
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will be a historic record of the work. One repository for such documents is Rescue Public Murals
(RPM).115 RPM is a program available through Heritage Preservation, a nonprofit public policy
organization located in Washington D.C. that focuses on preserving America's cultural heritage. Created
in 2006, the Rescue Public Murals program works to document murals, assess their condition, and raise
funds to preserve those murals at risk. All photo documentation is available through the ARTSTOR
digital image library.116 Over 333 murals have been recorded in this database thus far.

g. Development of a regulatory protection programs for outdoor murals
Los Angeles and Philadelphia are two cities that have developed specific regulatory programs and
organizations that are specifically geared to the production, maintenance, and preservation of outdoor
mural and the development of community support through educational programing. Some of these
programs also advocate for artists and for the protection of their work. The programs developed in
these two cities act as “one-stop shops” for mural preservation, addressing the primary challenges
facing the preservation of outdoor murals: funding/financial support, legal protection, conservation and
maintenance, community support and awareness building.
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C. CASE STUDIES: Philadelphia and Los Angeles
a. Introduction
Both Los Angeles and Philadelphia have been nicknamed the Mural Capital of the World because of
the enormous number of murals each city contains. The presence of such a significant number of
murals in each city has led to the creation of multi-faceted programs that use various methods for
approaching mural conservation and protection. This section does not provide a complete list of the
public art programs present in both of these cities. However, it highlights some of the most effective
and innovative programs that have made progress in the protection and conservation of outdoor
murals.

b. Philadelphia


The Mural Arts Program

The City of Philadelphia is currently home to 3000 large-scale outdoor murals which are maintained
and cared for through the Mural Arts Program (MAP). The Mural Arts Program, first established as a
part of the City of Philadelphia’s Anti-Graffiti Network in 1984, is the largest public art program in the
United States.117 MAP takes an all-encompassing approach to murals. The program has their own inhouse artists who create outdoor murals, their own conservators who inspect and maintain the murals,
and they do their own fundraising in order to carry out restoration work on the murals within their
inventory. MAP also makes an effort to reach out to property owners, making sure that they
understand the value and importance of the mural on their property and that they should be protected.
If the property owner decides to sell their building, they are encouraged by the mural group to let the
new owners know about the mural arts program and the importance of the mural. In addition, the
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mural group makes an effort to establish a relationship with the new owners, so that the mural can go
on being protected. The Mural Arts Program is extremely effective at maintaining Philadelphia’s
enormous mural inventory and this is mainly due in part to the strong level of community support for
the program. The success of the program can also be attributed to the fact that they have such a large
inventory of significant murals. The Mural Arts Program has been able to use this unique characteristic
of Philadelphia to their advantage, making the murals a tourist destination.
c. Los Angeles


The Social and Public Art Resource Center

The Social and Public Art Resource Center (SPARC) is a community-based public art organization that
utilizes the creative and collaborative process involved in mural making as a vehicle for addressing
contemporary social issues, promoting civic dialogue, and fostering cross-cultural understanding in local
neighborhoods and communities across the Los Angeles. 118 Established in 1976 by muralist Judith F.
Baca, in conjunction with painter Christina Schlesinger and filmmaker Donna Deitch, the resource center
has been a key player working to create, maintain, and preserve outdoor murals in Los Angeles for over
thirty years. Up until 2002, SPARC received funding from the City of Los Angeles to commission and
carry out maintenance and restoration LA murals. That funding was also used to create the Mural
Maintenance and Inventory Program. With the loss of funding, SPARC’s ability to sponsor as well as to
maintain and restore at risk murals in Los Angeles has been greatly diminished. Although SPARC’s ability
to sponsor and preserve murals is diminished, the resource center uses a variety of other means to
support and advocate for murals.
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SPARC’s Mural Resource and Education Center (MREC) is the largest repository of written, visual,
and audio documentation of murals and other forms of public art in the world. The MREC archives
contain 60,000 slides of contemporary and historic murals and works of public art created in the city of
Los Angeles since 1976. The MREC also maintains an artist registry database, monitors artist copyrights,
and serves as an intermediary collecting and distributing user fees from publishers and other
organizations wanting to reproduce mural images for commercial use. In addition to the MREC, the
SPARC website serves as a hub for visitors to disseminate information about the murals of Los Angeles
and about different mural advocacy efforts.
Other successful initiatives implemented by SPARC in the past include a Mural Maintenance and
Inventory Program, 119 which documented over 1000 murals, examining and ranking them based on how
in need they were of repair. The program led to the restoration of fifteen significant murals located
throughout Los Angeles. SPARC has also implemented a Mural Rescue Program, working to identify
murals most at risk of being destroyed. 120


LA Mural Conservancy121

The LA Mural Conservancy was the brainchild of an alliance of artists, public art advocates, city and
state public officials, and restoration specialists who wanted to create a program to protect, restore,
preserve, and document the numerous historic murals of Los Angeles that were being threatened with
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vandalism and destruction.122 The Conservancy also works to advocate for the rights of muralist and
other visual artists. Established in 1987, this community-supported organization has worked for twentyfive years developing and implementing strategies and programs to preserve and protect the significant
number of historic murals in Los Angeles. 123 The programs at the Conservancy focus on addressing the
four major issues of concern when it comes to mural preservation: community support, conservation
and maintenance, financial support, and legal protection for artists and their work. The Conservancy
also documents murals and encourages artists to submit images of the murals they have created to the
Mural Conservancy website. The organization relies on art advocates, community members, and artists
to inform them when a mural has been harmed, destroyed or in need of repair. The organization also
closely monitors and earmarks for preservation murals that are of historic significance to Los Angeles’
mural history. The program is funded mostly by private donations and grants they receive yearly.
Criteria considered for mural restoration:





Whether a mural is historically or culturally significant
The current state of deterioration of the piece
Interest of the original muralist in their work
Communities interest in preserving the piece

Some significant programs that the Conservancy has implemented in the fight to protect outdoor murals
include:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The Mural Rescue Program (MRP)
Sponsor- A-Mural Program (Adopt – A – Mural Program) 124
Mural Conservancy of Los Angeles Social Media Network
Mural Tours
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1. The Mural Rescue Program is a rapid response mural maintenance program that dispatches a team
of artists, restoration specialists, and volunteers to clean any vandalized murals immediately after
they have been compromised. The immediacy of the team’s response is believed to reduce the
attraction of defacing murals over time.
2. The Adopt- A- Mural Program is a fundraising program that operates in the same vein as the AdoptA-Highway Maintenance Program. Private investors and sponsors are able to donate money to a
restoration/maintenance fund for a participating mural of their choosing. The MCLA then creates a
customized conservation and maintenance plan for each participating mural in this program. When
a participating mural has been vandalized, monies will be removed from the restoration fund to
restore the mural. In return, the sponsor’s name is placed on a sign near the chosen mural that says
“this mural adopted by…”. The contributions made to this program are tax deductible.
3. The MCLA works to create and maintain community support through the use of Social Media tools
and educational tours. The MCLA, using electronic newsletters, blogs, Facebook, Twitter and the
MCLA website. Each of these various social media tools are used to provide the public with current
news, legislative and mural project updates. The MCLA website also operates as an archive and
public database of LA murals and mural artists. Artists are encouraged to submit images of murals
they have created as well.
4. They have used tools like Kickstarter.com, an online service, to raise funds to restore murals as well.
5. Mural tours are used to inform the public about the murals. These tours are hosted by public artists,
public art advocates and art historians. Tours are themed and provide participants with information
about each art work as well as the social and cultural context behind the work.
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D. Protection of Murals in New York City
In order to come up with strategies for the preservation of Haas’ murals, it is important to examine
the current public art creation structure within New York City to determine if any provisions exist,
through either city agencies or private organizations, for the maintenance and protection of outdoor
murals. New York City is home to a number of city and private agencies that commission, create, and/or
maintain public art. Although there are several agencies involved with the creation of new public art, far
fewer offer protection for existing outdoor murals. For the purposes of this thesis, I will only be
examining agencies that have a mechanism for maintaining and preserving public art in place.

a. New York City Department of Cultural Affairs - Percent for Art Program
The Percent for Art Program is a public art initiative that typically allocates 1% of New York City’s
budget for eligible construction projects to finance works of public art for city-owned buildings.125 The
program provides city agencies, throughout the five boroughs, the opportunity to commission or acquire
permanent, site-specific works of public art for their facilities. It also provides city agencies the
opportunity to restore currently held works of art. 126 New York City’s Percent for Art program was
initiated in 1982 with the passing of the Percent for Art legislation into law by the New York City Council
and Mayor Edward I. Koch. From 1983 – 1985 the program was administered through the Public Art
Fund. Then, beginning in 1986, the program was placed under the jurisdiction of the City’s Department
of Cultural Affairs through which it is currently administered. Today, New York’s Percent for Art Program
stands as one of the largest in the nation, having produced over 200 artworks for schools, parks,
hospitals, police precincts, courthouses, firehouses, ferry terminals, and other city-owned buildings and
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facilities since its inception.127 Although the Percent for Art Program is a way to gain protection for new
works of art, they have no mechanism to support and protect already existing outdoor murals that were
not originally commissioned through the program. However, if there were a way for this or any other
city agency to “adopt” orphan murals, then they could potentially protect and preserve them.
b. Public Design Commission of the City of New York128
The Public Design Commission was established in 1898 as the Art Commission but was renamed the
Design Commission in July 2008. The Public Design Commission acts as the City’s design review agency.
The agency evaluates proposed, permanent works of art, architecture, and landscape architecture to be
placed on or over city-owned property. Such projects include the construction, renovation, or
restoration of buildings, the creation or rehabilitation of parks and playgrounds, the installation of
lighting and streetscape elements, and the design, installation, and conservation of artwork.
Works of art that fall under the jurisdiction of the Design Review board include: sculptures,
paintings, mural decorations, mosaics, stained glass statue, carvings, casting in high and low relief,
inscriptions, monuments, and fountains. If these works are installed on or over land belonging to the
city (whether on the property of the city itself) or of an institution, corporation, or private individual and
intended for ornament, commemoration or actual use, they will need to be reviewed by the Design
Commission before they can be placed on a site.
The organization acts as the final word in regards to the types of works that get placed on or
over city owned property and what works within the city's collection can be altered (repaired, relocated
or conserved). Also, the works of art owned by the city are maintained by whatever city agency is
responsible for their display, but the Commission supervises over that maintenance. The agency is
127
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potentially helpful for the preservation of outdoor murals, if the murals are a part of the City’s collection
of public art. Art placed on city or private property but not sponsored by the City’s percent for art
program or any other city agency, does not qualify for the same protection.

c. Design Commission and the Municipal Art Society
In order to raise funds for the conservation of interior murals and monuments throughout the City
that are in dire need of repair, the Municipal Art Society and the Design Commission created the AdoptA-Monument program in 1987 and the Adopt-A-Mural program in 1991.129 These programs were
created in response to the deterioration of many of NYC’s outdoor sculptures and public murals found in
hospitals, schools and libraries. However, the Adopt-A-Mural program is not a candidate for protecting
outdoor murals because it only offers protection to interior murals.
d. Landmarks Preservation Commission
The Landmarks Preservation Commission becomes involved with the approval and selection of
works of public art only if these works of art are intended to be placed in or on landmarked building or
districts throughout the City.130 In this case, the Design Commission will defer to whatever decision the
Landmarks Commission makes in regards to a particular piece of public art. Murals and other public
artworks incorporated into a landmarked building or into a historic district may not be specifically
landmarked but they do receive the same protection that the landmarked building holds. If a mural is
located on a building at the time of landmark designation, it will be incorporated into the designation
report for that building and the artwork will be afforded the same protection as the landmarked
building. In other words, any proposed changes to the mural will have to go through a review process
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before the Landmarks Commission. At minimum, the Commission will listen to any arguments for the
preservation of the artwork before making a final decision.
There have been cases where murals and other works of art have been brought before the
Landmarks Commission and the Commission has been in strong support for their preservation. One
such case revolved around a 40 year old bas relief mural located on the façade of 240 Columbus Ave.131
In the 1960s and 70s, 240 Columbus was the home of the Victor Café, a famous Cuban restaurant and
Upper West Side staple. The mural, depicting a Cuban sugarcane farm, was created for the façade of
the restaurant in 1971. The restaurant eventually left its Upper West Side location for midtown in the
1980s. Subsequent tenants of 240 Columbus Ave have kept the mural on the premises but the current
tenants wanted to remove the mural as a part of renovations to the building. Since the building is
located within the Upper West Side Historic District, it is required that such renovation plans be
reviewed and approved by the Landmarks Commission. The mural is considered by community and a
few Landmarks Commission members to be an important marker of history for the Upper West Side that
should be preserved. However, before the Landmarks Commission could make a final verdict on the
fate of the mural, the current owners of 240 Columbus informed the Commission of their decision to
keep the mural.

132

Another example centers on The Wall, 133 an iconic public art installation located in the SoHo CastIron District. The Wall is a minimalist sculpture created by Forrest Myers in 1973. The work consists of
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42 aluminum bars bolted to 42 steel braces that were installed on the façade of 599 Broadway. Often
called the “Gateway to SoHo,” the piece is considered a significant element of the SoHo community. In
1997, SoHo International Arts Condominium, the owners of 599 Broadway, went before the Landmarks
Commission and requested approval to remove the work in order to repair the structural damage to the
façade they believed was caused by the installation. The owners were granted permission to remove
the installation in 2002, under the condition that it would be reinstalled once the repairs were
completed. However, the owners of 599 Broadway were opposed to reinstalling the artwork because it
prevented them from using the façade for displaying billboards, which would generate enormous
revenue for the owners.
In 2004, the owners were sued by the City for not replacing the installation. In 2005, US District
Court Judge Deborah A. Batts ruled that because the condo owners did not own the artwork,134 the city
could not force them to reinstall the piece. If the city did so, they would be in violation of the owner’s
5th amendment rights. Such a violation would require the city to provide just compensation to the
condo owners. The city intended to appeal the claim that a defunct art organization could hold
ownership to the artwork but in April 2007, the City, the condo owners, and the artist who created the
work came to an agreement which was approved by the LPC. According to the agreement, an additional
30 feet of exterior wall space would be built so that The Wall could be installed higher up on the façade
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of the building, allowing the owners enough space to advertise at street level. In return, the owners
agreed to pay for all the artwork’s restoration and maintenance costs.135
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E. Possible Strategies for the Preservation and Protection of 112 Prince Street
The two major categories of challenges facing Richard Haas’ SoHo mural include:



Conservation Challenges (vandalism, paint deterioration and fading, the enormous cost of
financing a mural restoration initiative, lack of maintenance)
Development Challenges (The mural is partially covered by new development located on the
roof of an adjacent building.)

a. Mural Treatment Approaches
One of the major obstacles to the protection and preservation of Haas’ SoHo Mural is the issue
of conservation. Given the size, scale, and location of the mural as well as the limited life span of the
paints and coatings used to create it, the conservation of Haas’ mural as well as other outdoor murals
pose issues for which there are no easy solutions. For example, “How should a mural be preserved?”
and “Who should carry out that preservation?” are two important questions that need to be addressed
before any conservation plan can be put into place.
One way to preserve a mural is to follow a strict conservation approach. This traditional
approach, which is predicated on an established set of conservation principles and the AIC Code of
Ethics,136 requires that the object to be conserved be thoroughly examined and documented, that any
interventions be as minimal as possible and that any treatments applied be reversible. This approach is
aimed at maintaining the integrity and the historic value of the original materials used to create the
work of art by “slowing deterioration through the stabilization of paint layers, cleaning the surface and
minimally reintegrating the image.”137
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Another approach would be to have the original artist or a qualified professional repaint or
replicate the mural. This approach would allow for the mural to be visually restored back to what it
would have looked like when it was first completed. For a mural whose visual integrity is very important
to its effectiveness in the built environment, like Haas’ SoHo Mural, this method may be a preferred
choice. In a conversation with the artist, when asked what he would like to see done to preserve the
SoHo Mural, he stated that while he does not advocate repainting for all of his murals, in the case of the
SoHo Mural he would prefer that it were repainted rather than restored.138 However, completely
repainting a historic mural brings up issues of historic integrity and significance, especially if the artist is
not the person who is restoring the work.
A third approach would be for the artist and a conservator to work together to conserve and
restore the mural. In these types of collaborations, a conservator could address various conservation
issues present in a mural such as graffiti or fading/peeling paint, while the artist could restore certain
parts or details of the mural that may have faded over time. This form of collaboration allows for the
mural to be conserved without having to completely lose the historic integrity of the original materials.
Lastly, a fourth option would be to remove and relocate the mural. If a mural or the building it
is attached to is threatened with destruction, removing the mural from the exterior of the building and
relocating it to another site may be a viable option for preserving the artwork. This approach is perhaps
the least desirable of the options listed, for a mural treated in this manor will most likely suffer paint
loss and structural damage. But worst of all, removal and relocation will strip a mural of its architectural
and/or environmental context.139 With the loss of the original context, the mural may no longer be able
to operate in the built environment as intended, affecting the way the mural is interpreted by others.
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Conversation with the artist, Richard Haas. January 14, 2013.
Leslie Rainer, “The Conservation of Outdoor Contemporary Murals,” The Getty Conservation Institute, 7.
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The approach or combination of approaches used to treat a mural is highly dependent on the
current condition of that mural. In addition, these various options for treatment bring up the question
of what is important to preserve when addressing outdoor murals. Is the preservation of the original
paints a high priority or is the visual cohesiveness of the artwork more important in mural preservation?
If materials are not a high priority, then how does one go about determining the age value of the
artwork? These types of questions also need to be considered before approaching the treatment of an
outdoor mural.
Haas’ SoHo Mural: Suggestions for Preservation
1. Before any preservation treatment is applied to address Haas’ mural, it is important that the
mural, and its masonry substrate be documented and a conditions assessment be conducted in
order to have a better understanding of the material challenges to the mural’s preservation.

2. Considering the current condition of the SoHo Mural, the threats and obstacles to its
preservation, the intended function of the mural in the built environment and the feelings of the
artist, I believe that having both the artist and a conservator work to conserve and restore the
SoHo Mural would be an appropriate option for preservation. This approach would address the
various conservation issues currently threatening the mural while allowing for the visual
integrity of the mural to be reestablished - reinforcing the intended function of the mural in the
built environment.

3. Once a treatment option has been chosen and applied to the SoHo Mural, as a preventive
measure, a routine maintenance plan should be put into place to monitor the mural. Close
monitoring and care of a mural makes it possible for deterioration issues as well as acts of
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vandalism to be addressed as soon as they develop, preventing them from turning into more
serious issues.

b. More Forceful Landmark Regulations
Because 112 Prince Street is already a historic resource included within the SoHo Cast Iron District
and Haas’ mural is physically located on the façade of the building, both the building and the mural are
already subject to Landmarks protection and regulations. This is an important point for the protection of
the mural, because it is unlikely that the building will be demolished. However, although the Landmarks
Commission has the authority to force owners to maintain their building facades so that they are not
lost or severely damaged by neglect, given the state of the SoHo Mural, it appears that the Commission
either does not have such authority over a mural painted on an exterior wall of a landmarked building or
chooses not to enforce their regulations in this way. If significant murals such as the SoHo Mural were
recognized as having the same status as the building itself, there could be more regulatory pressure for
conservation work.
c. Easements
One possible strategy that could be employed to protect the SoHo Mural is the use of a Historic
Preservation Easement. If the current owner of 112 Prince Street is willing to enter into an easement
agreement, it could be used as a form of protection for Haas’ mural. The agreement would place
restrictions on how the façade of the building could be changed or altered for the life of the building and
would ensure that the mural would not be removed from the façade of 112 Prince Street, regardless of
whether the property changed hands.
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d. Overlay Zoning District
The creation of an overlay zoning district could potentially protect the mural from being obscured
by new and potential development within the SoHo Cast Iron District. An overlay zoning ordinance
could be placed over 112 Prince Street and any nearby buildings that, if developed, could potentially
obscure the view of the mural. The overlay district could regulate the height, size, and placement of
new development within the area designated by the overlay district. Currently, development on the
building adjacent to the mural is obscuring the lower portion of the mural. An overlay zoning district
could prevent further negative development from occurring.
e. Incorporation of the SoHo Mural into New York City’s Current Public Art Collection
Public art that is a part of the City’s art collection is afforded conservation repair and protection. If
it were at all possible for the SoHo Mural to be incorporated into NYC’s public art collection, that
inclusion could afford the mural a greater level of protection. This would be a new initiative, and it is
not yet known if the City would be open to this possibility.
f.

Bolster Community Support for the Mural

One of the key features of the mural programs in Philadelphia and Los Angeles is that these
programs are extremely effective at raising awareness about the historical and cultural significance of
the murals that they work to advocate and protect. Through raising awareness of their significance,
these programs are able to raise funds for carrying out maintenance and restoration projects and are
able to recruit community members to help monitor the status of the murals in their community. The
creation of a volunteer group could help raise awareness of the significance of the SoHo Mural, which
could lead to funding for conservation efforts.
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g. Developing a Regulatory Protection Program for Outdoor Murals and Other Forms of Public Art
Ideally, creating a regulatory program in New York City in the same vein as those existing in
Philadelphia and Los Angeles, for the protection of murals and other forms of public art, would be a
great way to ensure that Haas’ remaining murals and other significant works are preserved for future
generations. Such an endeavor could only be undertaken by a public art or preservation organization or
a group of individuals willing to take on the task of creating such a program. Such an organization would
benefit from using specific criteria for determining the significance of murals with in New York City.

Proposed Criteria for Determining Significance
The criteria for determining the significance of an outdoor mural could be based on the National
Register of Historic Places Criteria for Evaluation.140 Developing criteria for evaluating murals based on
this system would not only take into account the historical and cultural significance of outdoor murals
within the communities they are sited, but it would also take into account the artistic character of these
works. A sample list of criteria by which to evaluate a mural should also contain a means of evaluating a
mural’s significance based on how much community support exists for the mural currently as well as in
the past. In regards to age value, the National Register’s criteria state that to be nominated for listing,
the property under consideration must be over 50 years in age. For a mural, that is a significant length
of time and may be unreasonable considering the temporality of the materials used to create a mural
and the speed with which the urban environment can evolve and change. Perhaps establishing an age
range of 25 – 30 years, as criteria of significance, would be more appropriate.

140
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Conclusion
The outdoor murals of Richard Haas are complex, site–specific works of public art that actively
engage the environment in which they are situated. Informed by the architectural history and
development of a particular site and its surrounding environment and executed using the techniques of
trompe l‘oeil painting, his murals stand as historical markers or references that seamlessly embed
themselves into the urban landscape. Through their juxtaposition with elements of the urban
landscape, his murals engage their audience by subtly posing questions about the past, present and
future of the built environment. In this thesis, I have examined the history of Richard Haas, the artist,
researched and examined his first outdoor mural in SoHo, considered the general challenges to the
preservation of outdoor murals and those challenges specific to Haas’ murals and provided an overview
of strategies for the preservation of outdoor murals. Haas’ work has served as a vehicle through which
to examine the field of Historic Preservation.
Haas’ early “architectural illusions” were his way of addressing the drastically changing urban
environment of the 1960s and 70s when urban renewal initiatives were altering the makeup of cities.
For Haas, his murals were “…reinventions of things that didn’t deserve to die…of concepts and traditions
that answer very definite needs. A lot of my reinventions came out of a lot of analysis of the city
structure and of what was not happening.”141 By filling in the “gaps” in the urban fabric left in the wake
of such change - change that was unsympathetic to the history of a city’s development over time - Haas’
murals work to reestablish a realistic form of continuity. His murals continue to serve this function, but
today they also operate as tributes to the cities in which they are located and to the importance of
preserving the architectural record of a city’s history.
141
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The SoHo Mural is the oldest and most iconic example of Richard Haas’ work as an outdoor
muralist. This significant work of public art represents Haas’ first attempt at trying to fight against the
drastic changes that were occurring in the urban environment as a result of urban renewal initiatives in
New York City. The SoHo Mural also represents the start of Haas’ career as an outdoor muralist and it
informed all of his subsequent murals to date. Within the SoHo community, the mural embeds itself
into the environment in a way that is seamless and sympathetic to the cast-iron architecture so
prevalent in the neighborhood. Over the 37 years that the SoHo Mural has been standing, it has
developed into a distinct feature and “landmark” within the SoHo community and stands today as one
of the last remaining large scale, outdoor murals that were created in SoHo during its time as an artist’s
colony. Haas’ mural is not only a tribute to the historic architecture of SoHo, but also a historical marker
commemorating SoHo’s social history as an artist colony. In sum, this mural is an important marker of
the artist’s development, of the community’s architecture, of stylistic and artistic relevance and of
historic significance.
The destruction of so many of Haas’ murals over the course of his career, and the destruction of
outdoor murals in general, resulted from a variety of complex challenges that murals face by virtue of
their location on the exteriors of architectural structures and of the materials used to create them. The
deterioration of not just paints and the buildings holding the murals, but vandalism, issues of legal
ownership, the negative effects of urban development on the longevity of murals in the built
environment, and the constant risk of a mural losing its relevancy to the community in which they are
located are all issues that can threaten the life of a mural. The preservation of these inherently social
constructs may be furthered if the local community cares about a mural and it is considered to be
relevant.
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These issues are the same types of challenges that preservationists grapple with when fighting to
preserve buildings and neighborhoods of significance. The use of preservation strategies and tools as a
means of preserving outdoor murals could be an effective way of protecting these murals.
Using easements, designating a mural as an individual landmark or designating an area with a
large number of murals as a historic district, and implementing overlay zoning districts are other
preservation tools that could aid the protection of outdoor murals. However, each of these strategies
comes with their own caveats, limiting their usefulness. While easements are a potential way of
protecting the façade of a building and by extension an outdoor mural from being altered for the life of
the building on which they are located, these legal agreements can only be implemented for buildings
listed on the National Register or recognized as a contributing feature in a historic district by the
National Park Service.
Designating a mural as an individual landmark would afford it protection under local Landmarks
law, but it is still unclear if a mural found on private property can be landmarked without violating the
owner’s 5th amendment rights. The designation of a historic, conservation, or zoning overlay district are
also potential ways to protect outdoor murals, but such designations are the most useful if there are a
number of murals under consideration, for these designations are usually geared towards protecting a
concentration of resources in a given area.
The challenges faced by outdoor murals will constantly present themselves and the solutions to
many of these challenges are not straightforward but the best way to combat these challenges is to
approach them proactively. The creation of a maintenance plan with provisions that address these
various issues, before a mural is created, is one of the best ways to stave off many of these obstacles.
The location of murals on an exterior wall, the types of materials with which they are created and how
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they hold up in the outdoor environment, the type of buildings on which a mural is painted, whether or
not a mural will be painted on public or private property and what that could mean for the protection of
the mural, who will be maintaining the mural and what funds are available to facilitate that maintenance
should all be considered during the creation of a maintenance plan. If these issues are thoughtfully
considered “before the paint hits the wall,”142 many of these challenges could be mitigated.
Alternatively, if artists were to make an effort to utilize existing mural and/or public art programs before
creating murals, that could be another way to ensure their protection after completion.
Ideally, the development of regulatory protection programs or organizations for outdoor murals
is the most comprehensive way to ensure a mural’s survival. Many of these programs not only produce
murals in the built environment but they also carry out the conservation and maintenance of outdoor
murals, monitor the condition of murals, work to garner community support and build community ties,
fundraise to finance conservation and maintenance of murals, advocate for artists and the protection of
their works and archive and document murals for historical reference. The organizations and programs
established in Los Angeles and Philadelphia are important examples of what can be done to preserve
important works of mural art for future generations in the face of such complex obstacles. However,
the effectiveness of such programs greatly depends on how well these programs are funded. In the case
of SPARC, its effectiveness at maintaining and restoring murals in Los Angeles was diminished when the
funding they received from the City of Los Angeles was cut in 2002. However, despite this set back the
organization still works effectively to advocate and support the protection of outdoor murals. When
nothing else can be done to protect an endangered mural from destruction, visual and written
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documentation is a way to at least preserve the memory of a mural when the physical mural cannot be
protected.
In New York City, the home to many significant Haas murals, regulatory protection programs
and organizations such as the ones that operate in Los Angeles and Philadelphia for the protection and
conservation of outdoor murals do not exist, at least for murals created outside the purview of the City’s
Percent for Art program. This lack of protection for outdoor murals throughout the city has been one of
the reasons so many significant murals are endangered or have been destroyed over the years.
It is the hope of this writer that the SoHo Mural be restored back to its original glory. Such a
task would require an organized effort to raise funds to address the enormous conservation needs
inherent in such a restoration. A means of lobbying or advocating for the protection of the mural’s view
shed, currently compromised by new development, would also need to be developed. Once restored, a
maintenance plan would need to be put in place to monitor the condition of the mural and address any
conservation issues as needed.
Haas’ works are not just paintings in the same way that a historic building is not just a building.
His murals are complex social markers of history and collective memory. What makes them complex is
that they do not just represent one history but multiple histories within the artwork. On one level, the
architectural detailing and/or imagery depicted in his murals create links to the past by telling stories
that are specific to the history and culture of a particular site. On another level, Haas’ murals are social
markers in their own right by virtue of the historical context of their creation. In other words, there is
the history that the mural depicts in its content and style and there is the history behind the process of
the mural’s creation, both of which are represented by the mural. When a Haas mural is destroyed both
of those histories are lost.
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In my thesis I have shown that several of Haas’ murals exemplify the characteristics looked for in
buildings, monuments or landmarks deemed significant by the field of Historic Preservation and also
embody the values that are important to the field. I believe that outdoor murals in general and Haas’
murals in particular, have not been given enough consideration by the field of Historic Preservation.
This neglect may be due to the certain level of intangibility and temporality inherent in outdoor murals
(due at least in part to the materials used to create such works), when compared to historic buildings or
monuments. Or it may be an issue of their location, as they are often found on the exteriors of privately
owned buildings. Through my research, I have not yet discovered a clear reason that such works have
not been addressed in a more serious way, especially when so many interior murals have been
landmarked and preserved. However, I believe now is the time for the field of Historic Preservation to
consider the importance of outdoor murals within our local and collective histories.
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Illustrations

Figure 1. Gertrude Stein in her Studio (Diorama)
(Image courtesy of artist, Richard Haas)
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Figure 2. Broome and Greene Street (Diorama)
(Image courtesy of artist, Richard Haas)
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Figure 3. Haughwout Building (Drypoint Drawing)
(Image courtesy of artist, Richard Haas)
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Figure 4. SoHo Mural, 112 Prince Street
(Image courtesy of artist, Richard Haas)
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Figure 5. Peck Slip Arcade Mural
(Image courtesy of artist, Richard Haas)
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Figure 6. Boston Architectural Center Mural
(Image courtesy of artist, Richard Haas)
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Figure 7. Zwingerstrasse Mural
(Image courtesy of artist, Richard Haas)
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Figure 8. Homage to the Chicago School
(Image courtesy of artist, Richard Haas)
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Figure 9. Tarrant County Courthouse
(Image courtesy of artist, Richard Haas)
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Figure 10. Center Theater
(Image courtesy of artist, Richard Haas)
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Figure 11. Yorkville Mural
(Image courtesy of artist, Richard Haas)
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APPENDICES:

APPENDIX 1: Mural Database
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1 exterior wall of 2
walls painted at a
Barney's store in
NY, NY

Façade of a
warehouse on 134136-138
Mulberry Street
between Grand and
Hester NY, NY

Galveston, Texas

Barney's Department
Store

134-136-138 Mulberry
Street (Little Italy)

The Springer Building on
the Strand

Rear Façade of Con
Edison sub-station,
151 -9 South Street
at Front and Peck
Slip NY, NY

Façade of building
near Isartor,
Munich, Germany

Dyer Ave at 42nd
Street. NY, NY

Peck Slip Arcade, South
Street Seaport

Zwingerstrasse

Dyer Avenue at 42nd
Street, Lincoln Tunnel
Exit

1211 North LaSalle
Street,
Chicago, Illinois

Façade of bank
building in Seattle,
WA

Wisconsin Avenue,
Milwaukee,
Wisconsin

Homage to the Chicago
School

Rainier National Bank

Centre Theater

9, 600 sq. ft.

Unknown

18, 000 sq. ft. (165'
tall)

Sheep's Meadow,
4' x 9'5" sections (# of
Central Park, NY, NY sections that made up
the mural unknown)

Mineral Spring
Concession Stand

Unknown

Off Center Mall,
Grand Avenue,
Chicago, Illinois

130 x 28 x 28'
(12, 000 sq. ft.)

42' x 96'

4, 500 sq. ft.

6, 000 sq. ft.

6,800 sq. ft..

4 walls (45' x 15') and
1 wall (45' x 10')

Unknown

12' x 30'

Unknown

8, 970 sq. ft.

Size / Dimensions

Off Center

The Times Tower,
1465 Broadway at
The Crossroads Building 42nd Street , NY, NY
(Last time Haas used sign
painters)

West Façade of the
Boston Architectural
Center located off of
Newberry Street in
Boston's Back Bay
Area. Boston,
Massachusetts

Boston Architectural
Center

Brooklyn Gas and Electric 92, 96,110 &114
" Cinderella Project"
Prospect Place and
84 Prospect Place,
Brooklyn, NY

Eastern façade of
112 Prince Street,
NY, NY

Location

SoHo Mural

Mural Name

City of Galveston

Peter Blake, director of Boston
Architectural Center with
private grant assistance. This
project was co-sponsored by
the National Paint and Coating
Association, City Walls and the
National Endowment for the
Arts . (Doris Friedman of City
Walls)

None

Venturi & Rauch

Seaboard
Peter Blake
Outdoor
Advertising, New
York

Ward Outdoor
Advertising
Corp.,Inc..
Jamaica, NY

Unknown

None

Edward Taffel

None

Architect
Involved

1981

1980-1981

1980

1980
(Jul 1980 - Sept
1987)

1979- 1980

1979

1979

1978

Unknown

Jonathan
Williams

Unknown

None

Unknown

Art Kraft Strauss None
Sign Corporation,
New York

Van Wagner
Outdoor
Advertising, NY

Unknown

Milwaukee Downtown
Redevelopment Corporation

Unknown

Unknown

Evergreene
None
Outdoor
Advertising, New
York

Unknown

1211 North LaSalle Corporation Evergreene
None
Painting Studios,
New York and
repainted by Tom
Melvin in 2004

Central Park Conservancy in
conjunction w/CityWalls

Unknown

Fred Papert, 42nd Street
Redevelopment Project

Fred Papert, 42nd Street
Redevelopment Project

Lloyd Insurance Company and Unknown
the City of Munich (coordinated
by Galerie Biedermann,
Munich)

1977- 1978
Consolidated Edison, New York Seaboard
None
(June 1978 - 1986) (CityWalls)
Outdoor
Advertising, New
York

1975 - 1977

Van Wagner
Outdoor
Advertising, NY

Van Wagner
Outdoor
Advertising, NY

Executed by

City Walls (CityWalls) and LIRA Van Wagner
(Little Italy Risorgimento
Outdoor
Association)
Advertising, NY

Barney's Department Store
(CityWalls)

City Walls
(Doris Friedman of CityWalls)

Commissioned by?
(Coordinated by?)

June and July 1976 Brooklyn Union Gas Company
(extant as of Sept in conjunction with the Mayor's
1987)
Office of Downtown Brooklyn
Development. (CityWalls)

1976

1975 - 1976

1975

1975

Date completed
(exhibition period)

The Outdoor Murals of Richard Haas (1975 - 2012)

None

None

Tamara Thomas

None

None

Unknown

None

Unknown

None

None

N/A

Mayor's office of
Downtown
Brooklyn
Development

Unknown

None

None

Additional
person(s)
involved

Extant

UNKNOWN

Extant

Lost (Mural) The
mural was painted
over.

Lost ( Mural)The
mural was removed
when the building was
rehabilitated.

Lost (Both) The
building was torn
down.

Lost (Both) The
building was torn
down.

Unknown

N/A

N/A

Good Condition

Good condition

Severely
Compromised.
According to the artist,
the mural is in bad
shape.

Unknown

Good

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Endangered

Unknown

Unknown

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Unknown

Unknown

Four out of the five
Endangered
murals created are
covered over and/or
destroyed by new
construction * Only the
mural located on 84
Prospect is still visible
but it is extremely
deteriorated and faded.

Unknown

N/A

Partially Lost (Mural) N/A

Extant

Extant

Partially Lost
(1 mural out of 5
remains standing)

UNKNOWN

Lost (Mural)
Storefronts currently
occupy the site of the
murals.

Endangered or
Protected?

Severely
Endangered
Compromised.
The mural was defaced
by graffiti artists in 2008.
Paint has been fading
over the past thirty-two
years.

Current condition?

Lost (Mural)
N/A
The mural was painted
over and the building
was sold. The building
is now home to the
Rubin Museum of Art.

Extant

Extant or Lost?
(Building or Mural?)

Boston
Architectural
Center

Unknown

Unknown

N/A

N/A

No

Unknown

No

Located within
Central Park, a
National Historic
Landmark.

N/A

No

No

N/A

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Located in the South ConEdison
Street Seaport
Historic District.
The Arcade went
before the
Landmarks
Commission for
approval on Tuesday,
October 25, 1977.
Approval from the
Arts Commission was
obtained. LPC did
not approve the initial
design (Richard Haas
LPC calendar
number: 77417)

Boston Architectural
Center

No

No

No

No

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Con Edison

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

N/A

N/A

Keim Silicate Paints on Brick

Unknown

Keim Silicate Paints on Unknown Substrate

Latex Exterior Paint on Plywood and encased in
Fiberglass Latex Exterior Paint on Brick.

Oil Paint on Brick

Oil Paint on Terra Cotta Blocks

Oil Paint on brick and concrete

Keim Silicate Paints on Unknown Substrate

Oil Paint on Brick. When the mural was redone
in 2005 by Evergreene Architectural Arts Keim
Paint was used.

Oil Paint on brick and concrete

Oil Paint on Concrete, Plaster and Brownstone

Oil Paint on Unknown Substrate

Oil Paint on Concrete

Oil Paint on Concrete

Landmarked
Current Owner of Current Owner of
Building or District
Materials and Substrate Used?
building?
Mural?
?
Located in a
114 Prince Street Unknown
Oil Paint on Brick and Cement
landmarked district. Corporation
(SoHo Cast-Iron
District, 1973)

0

Unknown

2

0

Unknown

0

0

1

2

Unknown

0

1

0

0

1x
(Mural was
repainted five
years after it
completed)

# of times
altered?
Description of Mural(s)

"The mural recalls the 3D facade of the former Grand
Theater in downtown Milwaukee. The windows reflect
the image of the Pabst building, which was razed
prior to the painting of the mural." ( Richard Haas
Website and Haas, Richard. The City is My Canvas.
New York: Prestel, 2001.)

Unknown

Mural is located on three sides of an 18th floor
apartment house. Mural follows the color and lines of
the finished front facade and reflects Louis Sullivan's
decorative style. This was Haas' first commission
involving more than one wall. (Haas, Richard. The City
is My Canvas. New York: Prestel, 2001.)

Haas designed the mural based on a photograph of
the original mineral spring building created by Calvert
Vaux in the 19th century. The mural, produced in 4' x
9'5" sections, was mounted onto exterior plywood and
then encased in fiberglass.

Mural depicted a fallen wall.

Three sides of the Crossroads building were painted
to echo the former Times Tower that was located in
front of it.

Two art-deco inspired murals flank the entrance and
exit of the Lincoln Tunnel.

Architectural detail based mural depicts a 19th
century townhouse and wraps around the façade of
the building. In addition, the mural also depicts a
"porch" that looks into a hidden courtyard with a small
"garage" whose open door provides a glimpse of a
1932 model of a Mercedes Benz. (Haas, Richard.
Richard Haas: An Architecture of Illusion. New York:
Rizzoli, 1981.)

Architectural mural depicting a set federal buildings
with a Greek Revival arcade providing a view of the
Brooklyn Bridge. Mural created in relation to the
historical character of the South Street Seaport
Historic District.

The mural designed to simulate an 18th century
architectural drawing displaying a cross section of a
beaux arts building with arched passages, staircase
and arcade. The first of Haas' murals to be "carved"
into a wall to reveal imaginary interiors. ( Haas,
Richard. The City is My Canvas. New York: Prestel,
2001.)

The mural extends the Italianate detailing of a row of
buildings onto the Springer Building. - (Haas,
Richard. Richard Haas: An Architecture of Illusion.
New York: Rizzoli, 1981.)
Cinderella Urban Renewal Project: Brooklyn Union
Gas Company and the Mayor's Office of Downtown
Brooklyn Development. Each of the five murals
display architectural detailing that either mimics or
complements the façade of the buildings on which
they are located.

Mural extends the architectural detail of the original
building and depicts a group of storefronts.

Unknown

"The cast-iron front facade of 112 Prince Street is
repeated on the east facing party wall. The mural
incorporates two pre- existing windows and features
a cat painted into another window." - (Richard Haas'
Website and Haas, Richard. The City is My Canvas.
New York: Prestel, 2001.)
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Miami Beach, Florida

South Miami, Florida

Boston,
Massachusetts

Madison, Wisconsin

Fontainebleau Hotel

Bakery Center

31 Milk Street

Olin Terrace

Miami Construction Fence Miami, Florida

Montgomery Ward & Co., Fullerton, California
Fullerton Store #1554

4, 800 sq. ft.

4, 000 sq. ft.

1, 200 sq. ft. per wall

19, 200 sq. ft.

Unknown

10, 000 sq. ft.

8, 000 sq. ft.

Thunderbird Fire and
Safety Equipment
Corporation

Phoenix, Arizona

4, 500 sq. ft.

Homage to Chisholm Trail Fort Worth, Texas

Unknown

Reliable Building at
Van Buren Street
near the Eisenhower
Expressway,
Chicago, Illinois

Reliable Corporation
Warehouse

5, 850 sq. ft.

Unknown

Central Parkway at
Vine Street
Cincinnati, Ohio

Homage to Cincinnatus

15, 000 sq. ft.

Façade of
Storefronts,
Sundance Square,
Fort Worth, Texas

Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania

2300 Chestnut Place

Unknown

Storefronts

The Waterside
Shopping Complex,
Norfolk, Virginia

The Waterside

Unknown

6, 000 sq. ft.

Unknown

New Brunswick, NJ

P.S.E & G Electric
Substation

Lincoln Building (now the Washington, D.C.
Abraham Lincoln
museum)

Façade of building,
NY, NY

426 West Broadway

750 sq.ft.

110, 000 sq. ft..

Corning, NY

The First Bank & Trust
Company of Corning

Unknown

Size / Dimensions

Edison Brothers Stores,
400 South 14th
Inc. (Edison Brothers
Street
Warehouse West) Now a St. Louis, Missouri
Sheraton Hotel

Hamden,
Connecticut

Location

Hamden Plaza

Mural Name

1987

1986

1985-86

1985 - 86

1985

1985

1985

1985

1983- 1984

1984

1984

1984

1983

1983

1982-1983

1982

1982

1982

1981

Date completed
(exhibition period)

The Outdoor Murals of Richard Haas (1975 - 2012)

Unknown

Executed by

City of Madison

Edward Mills

Unknown

Evergreene
None
Painting Studios,
New York

Evergreene
None
Painting Studios,
New York

Jonathan
Williams

Evergreene
None
Painting Studios,
New York

Unknown

None

Unknown

Architect
Involved

N/A

Unknown

Unknown

American Illusion, None
New York

American Illusion, None
New York

American Illusion, Unknown
New York

American Illusion, None
New York

Evergreene
Unknown
Painting Studios,
New York

Evergreene
N/A
Painting Studios,
New York

American Illusion, N/A
New York

Jonathan
Williams, Los
Angeles, CA

Unknown

Unknown

Evergreene
Unknown
Painting Studios,
New York

St. Evergreene
None
Painting Studios,
New York

Windsor Buildings Associates

Martin Margolis, Building
Owner

Muss Corporation

By local developer, Armando
Codina

Montgomery Ward Co.

Fred Nachman III, Owner

Sundance Square
Development Corporation

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Edison Brothers, Inc.,
Louis

Kroger Company, Cincinnati,
Ohio

Privately commissioned

James Rouse

Johnson & Johnson
Corporation

Peter Nelson, building owner

First Bank and Trust Company Seaboard
of Corning, New York
Outdoor
Advertising

Unknown

Commissioned by?
(Coordinated by?)

None

None

None

None

Unknown

N/A

N/A

N/A

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

None

None

None

Unknown

None

None

None

Good

N/A

Unknown

good condition

good condition

Unknown

Lost (Mural) The city
of Madison covered
over the mural when a
revised version of the
FLW Convention
Center was completed
in 1995.

N/A

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

N/A

Unknown

N/A

N/A

Endangered or
Protected?

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Unknown

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Unknown

Compromised. Fragile. Unknown
The mural has surface
cracks

N/A

Partially Lost (Mural) N/A
Lower portion of the
mural is covered by
new construction .

Lost

Lost (Both) The wall
and mural were
destroyed in order to
build the
Fountainbleau II.

Lost (Mural)

Lost

Extant

Extant

Lost (Mural)

Partially Lost (Mural) Fair to Good

Partially Lost (Mural) Unknown
Only the mural on the
south side of the
building remains intact.

Extant

Extant

Extant

UNKNOWN

Lost (Mural)
N/A
I.M.Pei completed a
redesign of the
Johnson & Johnson
Headquarters complex
in 1990

Extant

UNKNOWN

Additional
Extant or Lost?
person(s)
Current condition?
(Building or Mural?)
involved
collaboration with Lost
N/A
artist David
MacCauley

Unknown

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Unknown

Unknown

Yes

Unknown

No

Unknown

No

N/A

Located within the
SoHo Cast Iron
District

No

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

N/A

Sheraton Hotel

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

N/A

Unknown

Unknown

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Unknown

Unknown

N/A

Unknown

N/A

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

N/A

Unknown

N/A

N/A

Landmarked
Current Owner of Current Owner of
Building or District
building?
Mural?
?
Materials and Substrate Used?

Keim Silicate Paints on Brick and Concrete

Keim Silicate Paints on Brick

Keim Silicate Paints on Concrete

Keim Silicate Paints on Brick

Acrylic on Plywood

Keim Silicate Paints on Brick and Concrete

Keim Silicate Paints on Concrete

Keim Silicate Paints on Concrete

Keim Silicate Paints on Brick and Concrete

Unknown

Keim on Brick and Concrete

Keim Silicate Paints on Unknown Substrate

Keim Silicate Paints on Brick

Keim Silicate Paints on Unknown Substrate

Keim Silicate Paints on Unknown Substrate

Keim Silicate Paints on Brick and Concrete

Keim Silicate Paints on Brick

Oil Paint on Concrete

Unknown

# of times
altered?

0

0

0

Unknown

0

Unknown

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

Unknown

0

0

0

Unknown

Description of Mural(s)

" Haas chose this site because it was the rejected
site of Frank Lloyd Wright's proposed Convention
Center. In Haas's mural, a reflection of Wright's
project could be seen in the painted windows."
(Richard Haas Website)

" Thirty four diamond shaped tie rods on building
facade were incorporated into the mural depicting a
building under construction. " ( Richard Haas Website
and Haas, Richard. The City is My Canvas. New
York: Prestel, 2001.)

"Two faux sculptural ensembles with water flowing
through them that relate to Neptune's Fountain on the
Piazza Navona, Rome by Gianlorenzo Bernini."
(Richard Haas Website and Haas, Richard. The City
is My Canvas. New York: Prestel, 2001.)

"Art Deco "Arc de Triompe" provides view onto the
original Fontainbleau Hilton Hotel designed by Morris
Lapidus" ( Richard Haas Website and Haas, Richard.
The City is My Canvas. New York: Prestel, 2001. )

Mural was created to act as a temporary fence,
shielding a construction site. The design of the mural
was inspired by Art Deco and the sculptures of Paul
Manship. (Haas, Richard. The City is My Canvas. New
York: Prestel, 2001.)

" Department store was turned into a Mayan temple
reflecting the heritage of the mostly Hispanic
neighborhood in which it is located. " ( Richard Haas
Website and Haas, Richard. The City is My Canvas.
New York: Prestel, 2001.)

Mural depicting image of a turn-of-the-century fire
station. (Haas, Richard. The City is My Canvas. New
York: Prestel, 2001.)

" Faux sculptural relief depicting an 1860s cattle drive
through downtown Fort Worth, when the Chisholm
trail traversed the site." ( Richard Haas Website)

"Three buildings were combined into one, onto which
the artist painted a series of views incl. Burnham's
plan for Chicago which would have been centered on
the site of the building." (Haas, Richard. The City is
My Canvas. New York: Prestel, 2001.)

Unknown

" The building is adjacent to the house where
Abraham Lincoln died and opposite Ford's Theater
where he was shot. South side: depicts Lincoln as a
young man. North side: shows him as a President.
Only the south side was completed because the Dept.
of the Interior halted the project." (Richard Haas
Website and Haas, Richard. The City is My Canvas.
New York: Prestel, 2001.)

"The three - sided mural contains 8 obelisks at its
corners. On the west façade there is a painted
sculpture of Peace and on the south façade there is a
painted equestrian statue of St. Louis" ( Richard Haas
Website)

The mural was created as a monument to the Roman
General Cincinnatus, 519 - 439 B.C. (Haas, Richard.
The City is My Canvas. New York: Prestel, 2001.)

"The mural depicts a labyrinth of arched openings that
contain a figure of William Penn and the view of a
scull rower taken from the Thomas Eakins' painting
Max Schmitt in a Single Scull." ( Richard Haas
Website and Haas, Richard. The City is My Canvas.
New York: Prestel, 2001. )

Mural located on the opposite side of the building and
imagery alludes to the riverfront as it looked seventy
years earlier.- (Haas, Richard. The City is My Canvas.
New York: Prestel, 2001.)

The mural extends the architectural detailing of the
building onto the back façade while incorporating
additional architectural detailing.

Façade of building covered in faux architectural
detailing.

The bank's 1950 drive through was resurfaced with a
painted stone façade. (Haas, Richard. The City is My
Canvas. New York: Prestel, 2001.)

This mural project combined real sections of a ruin
with a painted depiction of the apple orchard that
once existed on the land on which the strip mall was
built. ( Richard Haas Website)
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Fort Worth, Texas

Tarrant County
Courthouse

Rear Façade of
theatre located in
Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania

Soho, NY

Chicago, Illinois

White Street
Detention Center.
125 White Street,
NY, NY.
Mural is located on
the Baxter Street
façade of the building
and the two
sculptural friezes are
located on a bridge
that connects Baxter
and Center Street.

Fulton Theater
(now Byham Theater)

AbsolutHaas

AbsolutHaas

Immigration on the Lower
East Side and The
Judgment of Solomon
and the Judgment of Pao
Kung

Side Façade of
Building located at
83rd and 3rd Avenue
NY, NY

Open Courtyard of
110 Livingston
Street, Brooklyn, NY

Yorkville Mural

110 Livingston Street

Homewood, Illinois

East wall of Good
Speed Cycles, 2125
W. 183rd St,
Homewood, Illinois

South wall of South
Suburban
Family Shelter,
18137 Harwood
Avenue, Homewood,
Illinois

North wall of the
Lantry/Delano
building, 18155 Dixie
Highway, Homewood
Illinois

Homewood Business
District

Homewood Business
District

Homewood Business
District

Homewood Business
District

Mural located on an
exterior terrace of
private residence,
NY, NY

Exterior Façade of
Building in Fort
Worth, Texas

National Cowgirl Hall of
Fame

91 st Street and 5th
Avenue

Murals painted on 13
buildings located in
Huntsville, Texas

City of Huntsville

Gateway to the Waterfront Yonkers, NY

Rock Island, Illinois

Black Hawk Memorial

Oregon Historical Society Portland, Oregon

Home Savings of America 108-36 Queens Blvd.
Forest Hills, Queens,
NY

Mural located in the
courtyard of the
building at 25 Union
Square West and
16th Street, NY, NY

Location

Carlyle Court

Mural Name

120' x 12-to-16'

18' x 60'

30' x 70'

2012- Spring 2013

2012- Spring 2013

2012- Spring 2013

1983 and 2011

2012

Unknown

8 murals

2007

2005

2002

1990 - 2000

1997

1988 and 1997

1996

1996

1993

1992

1989

1989

1988

1987

Date completed
(exhibition period)

12 stories

77 sq. ft.

Unknown

400 - 3, 500 sq. ft..

14, 000 sq. ft.
(3 murals on 3
buildings)

18' x 100'

Unknown

Unknown

9, 000 sq. ft.

Unknown

14, 000 sq. ft.

16' -11" x 15'- 01/4"
(254 sq. ft.)

65, 000 sq. ft.

Unknown

Size / Dimensions

The Outdoor Murals of Richard Haas (1975 - 2012)
Architect
Involved

Evergreene
Unknown
Painting Studios,
New York

Executed by

Unknown

Evergreene
Unknown
Painting Studios,
New York

American Illusion, Kim Williams of
New York//
Austin, TX
Thomas Street
Studios,
Providence, RI

Evergreene
None
Painting Studios,
New York

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Thomas Melvin, a None
former student of
Richard Haas

Thomas Melvin, a None
former student of
Richard Haas

Thomas Melvin, a None
former student of
Richard Haas

Evergreene
Painting Studios
and Tom Melvin

None

Evergreene
Beyer Blinder
Painting Studios, Belle
New York

Private resident of a building on Haas Studio
91 st Street and 5th Avenue

David Walentis, President of
Two-Trees Management
Company

None

None

None

Unknown

Unknown

Tamara Thomas

None

Additional
person(s)
involved
Unknown

None

None

None

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

None

Unknown

N/A

Unknown

good condition

According to the artist
the mural was in good
condition 3 or 4 years
ago

Good Condition

Severely
Compromised

Unknown

Current condition?

Extant

Extant

N/A

N/A

N/A

Extant

Extant

Extant

Extant

Extant

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Under the care of the
individual who
commissioned the
piece.

Unknown

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Good Condition. Murals Not Endangered
were created in 1983
and redone with
additional murals
created in 2011.

Good Condition

Good Condition

No

No

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

No

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

No

No

No

Unknown

Unknown

No

Protected by the NYC
No
Percent for Art Program

N/A

NA

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Two-Trees
Management
Company

Computer generated image printed on canvas
and applied to wall of building

Keim Silicate Paint on Brick

Keim Silicate Paints on Brick

Keim Silicate Paints on Brick and Concrete

Keim Silicate Paints on Brick and Concrete

* Glass tile mosaic on specially prepared
substrate. (A galvanized diamond mesh
lath(metal lath) placed on building surface. Over
the metal lath a scratch coat is applied roughly
over the lath. The second coat ( leveling
coat/brown coat) is applied to the new surface
straight and plumb of the finish mosaic surface
and then given a fine cross scratch for binding
purposes. (The scratch and brown coat was
prepared using one part Portland cement, three
parts sand and a small amount of hydrated lime.)

Acrylic and Keim Silicate Paints on dryvit skin
( polymer and stone pumice material mounted on
Styrofoam) . This skin was used to cover the
1952 building.

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Two-Trees
Management
Company

Keim Silicate Paints on various surfaces

Keim Silicate Paints on various surfaces

Keim Silicate Paints on various surfaces

Keim Silicate Paints on various surfaces

Acrylic on Fiberglass Board embedded with
Plaster

Keim Silicate Paints on Brick and Concrete

Keim Silicate Paints on Brick

Keim Silicate Paints on Concrete

Keim Silicate Paints on various materials

Keim Silicate Paints on Concrete

NYC Department of Murals done in Keim Paint; Sculpture: Acrylic
Corrections
Paint on Cast Concrete

N/A

N/A

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

George Papoutsis J.D. Carlisle
as of 2005
Development
Corporation

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

NYC Department
of Corrections

N/A

N/A

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Commerce Bank

Unknown

Landmarked
Current Owner of Current Owner of
Materials and Substrate Used?
Building or District
building?
Mural?
?
No
NYU
NYU
Keim on Brick

Endangered, Scheduled Unknown
to be demolished in
2013

Unknown

Endangered or
Protected?

Compromised.
Left to the whims of the
Showing signs of paint owner of the building
fading and deterioration
based on last visit.

Unknown

Severely
Compromised.

Compromised.
According to the artist,
the condition of the
mural is fair. He
considers the mural a
good candidate for
being touched up.

Good Condition

Lost ( Mural)
N/A
The mural was painted
over. It was meant to
last for 1 year

Lost (Mural)
Absolut Vodka
Company only allows
campaigns to remain
for no longer than 2
years (painted over)

Extant

Extant

Extant

Extant

Extant

Extant

Extant or Lost?
(Building or Mural?)

under the
Extant
direction of Linda
Pease of the City
of Huntsville

None

Urbahn Architects Unknown

None

Evergreene
None
Painting Studios,
New York

Mr. Jules Demchicke, President Evergreene
None
of J.D.Carlisle Development
Painting Studios,
Corporation
New York

National Cowgirl Hall of Fame

City of Huntsville with grants
from the Meadows Foundation
and the Natl. Endowment for
the Arts, and the State of Texas

City of Yonkers: Office of
Downtown Waterfront
Development (Jim Surdoval)

Unknown

Evergreene
None
Painting Studios,
New York

Unknown

American Illusion, Zimmer Gunsel
New York
Frasca
Partnership

Mr.Trasavinuto (in John R. Sorrenti
Italy) and Mr.
of JRS Architect,
Crovatto in
PC.
Yonkers, NY
created the
mosaic mural

New York City's Percent for Art Jonathan
Program (Sponsoring Agency: Williams;
Department of Corrections)
Sculpture by
Jonathan Shahn

TBWA/Chiat Day

Absolut Vodka Company in
conjunction with TBWA
Chiat/Day

Pittsburgh Cultural Trust

City of Rock Island

Oregon Historical Society

(Home Savings Bank) Bowery
Savings Bank

Tarrant County with funds from American Illusion, assistance from
the Sid Richardson Foundation New York
George Woo

Jules Demchicke of J.D.
Carlisle Development

Commissioned by?
(Coordinated by?)

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

# of times
altered?
Description of Mural(s)

Mural commemorating the Dixie Highway.

Mural commemorating the Homewood Railroad
system

Planned mural will commemorate Homewood's
bikeway system

1930s movie theater was painted on the back wall of
a theater in a small suburban shopping complex.
(Richard Haas Website)

Mural showcases a view of the Eldorado and other
buildings that makeup the Manhattan skyline from
91st Street and 5th Avenue in the background with
the Jackie Kennedy Onassis Reservoir located in
Central Park in the foreground.

The façade of the building is repeated on the open
courtyard of the building.

The mural's design contains an intricately detailed
glockenspiel as an ode to the German heritage of the
Yorkville neighborhood where it is located, gargoyles
and complementary architectural detailing.

Unknown

"Thirteen buildings painted on or improved upon
through restoration over a 10 year period. A faux ruin,
two theater facades that have been restored and
embellished, a country courthouse, a prison museum,
and multiple store fronts" (Richard Haas Website)

The three murals created by Haas depict historic
figures and episodes in the history of Yonkers: Native
Americans, Dutch Settlers, An 18th c. English village,
and late 19th c. industrialism.

Haas' artwork for this site consists of two bas-relief
sculptural friezes and a seven panel mural. The
friezes, located on a bridge connecting Baxter and
Centre Street, display the stories of the Judgment of
Solomon and the Judgment of Chinese General Pao
Kung. The mural, depicts the history of immigration
on the Lower East Side

The mural refers to the architectural style of Louis
Sullivan while depicting the silhouette of the Absolut
Vodka bottle and remained on Ontario Street in
Chicago, Illinois for one year. ( Richard Haas Website
and Haas, Richard. The City is My Canvas. New
York: Prestel, 2001.)

The mural depicts the stylized outline of an Absolut
Vodka bottle with complementary architectural
detailing.

Building: Neo Edwardian Theater ca. 1910. The
interior of a steel mill is painted on the back of theatre
reminiscent of the nearly defunct business that was
the hallmark of this former "steel" city. ( Richard Haas
Website)

"The artist altered the shape of the roof and filled in
four windows to create a sixty-foot high trompe l'oeil
memorial sculpture of the local Native American hero,
Black Hawk." ( Richard Haas Website and Haas,
Richard. The City is My Canvas. New York: Prestel,
2001. )

West Facade: Four participants of the Louis and Clark
Expedition of 1804 - 05. South Facade: trompe l'oeil
frieze of the Oregon Trail and the John Astor fur trade
(Richard Haas Website)

Haas' mosaic mural depicts the Manhattan skyline in
the horizon while illustrating the development of
Queens with tracts of housing, tree-line streets, and
large developments in the foreground.

"Facade reconstruction and mural placed on four
sides of a courthouse annex. This mural was said to
be the most complicated project ever done by the
artist." ( Richard Haas Website)

The back facade of a building facing the courtyard off
of an NYU dormitory contains elaborate faux
architectural detailing and a sculptural relief that tells
a story of the union movement in Union Square.

1 exterior wall of 2 walls
painted at a Barney's
store in NY, NY

Façade of a warehouse
on 134-136-138
Mulberry Street
between Grand and
Hester NY, NY

Barney's Department
Store

134-136-138 Mulberry
Street (Little Italy)

Dyer Ave at 42nd
Street. NY, NY

Dyer Avenue at 42nd
Street, Lincoln Tunnel
Exit

Sheep's Meadow,
Central Park, NY, NY

Corning, NY

Façade of building, NY,
NY

Mural located in the
courtyard of the
building at 25 Union
Square West and 16th
Street, NY, NY

108-36 Queens Blvd.
Forest Hills, Queens, NY

Mineral Spring
Concession Stand

The First Bank & Trust
Company of Corning

426 West Broadway

Carlyle Court

Home Savings of
America

The Times Tower,
1465 Broadway at 42nd
The Crossroads Building Street , NY, NY
(Last time Haas used sign
painters)

Rear Façade of Con
Edison sub-station, 151 9 South Street at Front
and Peck Slip NY, NY

Peck Slip Arcade, South
Street Seaport

Brooklyn Gas and Electric 92, 96,110 & 114
" Cinderella Project"
Prospect Place and 84
Prospect Place,
Brooklyn, NY

Eastern façade of 112
Prince Street, NY, NY

SoHo Mural

Location

16' -11" x 15'- 01/4"
(254 sq. ft.)

Unknown

Unknown

750 sq.ft.

4' x 9'5" section
(# of sections that
made up the mural
unknown)

130 x 28 x 28'
(12, 000 sq. ft.)

42' x 96'

6, 000 sq. ft.

4 walls (45' x 15') and
1 wall (45' x 10')

12' x 30'

Unknown

8, 970 sq. ft.

Size / Dimensions
Van Wagner
Outdoor
Advertising, NY

Executed by

Fred Papert, 42nd Street
Redevelopment Project

None

None

Edward Taffel

None

Architect Involved

Art Kraft Strauss
Sign Corporation,
New York

None

Unknown

Seaboard Outdoor None
Advertising, New
York

Ward Outdoor
Advertising
Corp.,Inc.
Jamaica, NY

Van Wagner
Outdoor
Advertising, NY

Fred Papert, 42nd Street Van Wagner
Redevelopment Project
Outdoor
Advertising, NY

Consolidated Edison, New
York (CityWalls)

Brooklyn Union Gas
Company in conjunction
with the Mayor's Office of
Downtown Brooklyn
Development. (CityWalls)

City Walls (CityWalls) and
LIRA (Little Italy
Risorgimento Association)

Barney's Department Store Van Wagner
(CityWalls)
Outdoor
Advertising, NY

City Walls
(Doris Friedman of
CityWalls)

Commissioned by?
(Coordinated by?)

1989

1987

1982

1982

(Home Savings Bank)
Bowery Savings Bank

Jules Demchicke of J.D.
Carlisle Development

Peter Nelson, building
owner

First Bank and Trust
Company of Corning, New
York

Unknown

Edward Mills

Mr.Trasavinuto (in John R. Sorrenti of JRS
Italy) and Mr.
Architect, PC.
Crovatto in
Yonkers, NY
created the
mosaic mural

Evergreene
Painting Studios,
New York

Unknown

Seaboard Outdoor None
Advertising

1980
Central Park Conservancy Jonathan Williams None
(Jul 1980 - Sept 1987) in conjunction w/CityWalls

1979

1979

1977- 1978
(June 1978 - 1986)

June and July 1976
(extant as of Sept,
1987)

1975 - 1976

1975

1975

Date completed
(exhibition period)

Outdoor Murals of Richard Haas- New York (1975-2012)

Mural Name
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Tamara Thomas

Unknown

None

None

None

None

Unknown

None

Mayor's office of
Downtown
Brooklyn
Development

None

None

None

Additional
person(s)
involved

Good Condition

Extant

Extant

Extant

UNKNOWN

Lost (Mural)
The mural was
painted over.

Good Condition

Unknown

Good Condition

N/A

N/A

N/A
Lost (Both)
The building was torn
down.

N/A
Lost (Both)
The building was torn
down.

Extant

N/A

N/A

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Unknown

Four out of the five murals Endangered
created are covered over
and/or destroyed by new
construction.
Only the mural located on
84 Prospect is still visible
but it is extremely
deteriorated and faded.

N/A
Lost (Mural)
Storefronts currently
occupy the site of the
murals.

Partially Lost
(1 mural out of 5
remains standing)

Endangered or Protected?

Severely Compromised.
Endangered
The mural was defaced by
graffiti artists in 2008.
Paint has been fading over
the past thirty-two years.

Current condition?

N/A
Lost (Mural)
The mural was
painted over* and the
building was sold.
The building is now
home to the Rubin
Museum of Art.

Extant

Extant or Lost?
(Building or
Mural?)

No

No

Located within the SoHo
Cast Iron District

No

Located within Central
Park, a National Historic
Landmark.

No

No

Current Owner
of Mural?

Unknown

N/A

N/A

NYU

Unknown

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Commerce Bank Unknown

NYU

Unknown

Unknown

N/A

N/A

N/A

Con Edison

Unknown

N/A

N/A

114 Prince Street Unknown
Corporation

Located in the South Street ConEdison
Seaport Historic District.
The Arcade went before
the Landmarks
Commission for approval
on Tuesday, October 25,
1977. Approval from the
Arts Commission was
obtained. LPC did not
approve the initial design
(Richard Haas LPC calendar
number: 77417)

No

No

No

Located in a landmarked
district. (SoHo Cast-Iron
District, 1973)

Landmarked Building Current Owner
or District ?
of building?

* Glass tile mosaic on specially prepared substrate. (A
galvanized diamond mesh lath(metal lath) placed on
building surface. Over the metal lath a scratch coat is
applied roughly over the lath. The second coat (
leveling coat/brown coat) is applied to the new
surface straight and plumb of the finish mosaic
surface and then given a fine cross scratch for binding
purposes. (The scratch and brown coat was prepared
using one part Portland cement, three parts sand and
a small amount of hydrated lime.)

Keim Silicate Paints on Brick

Keim Silicate Paints on Brick

Oil Paint on Concrete

Latex Exterior Paint on Plywood and encased in
Fiberglass. Latex Exterior Paint on Brick

Oil Paint on Terra Cotta Blocks

Oil Paint on Brick and Concrete

Oil Paint on Brick. When the mural was redone in
2005 by Evergreene Architectural Arts Keim Paint was
used.

Oil Paint on Concrete, Plaster and Brownstone

Oil Paint on Concrete

Oil Paint on Concrete

Oil Paint on Brick and Cement

Materials and Substrate Used?

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

1 x (Mural was
repainted five
years after it
completed)

# of times
altered?

Haas' mosaic mural depicts the Manhattan skyline in the
horizon while illustrating the development of Queens with
tracts of housing, tree-line streets, and large
developments in the foreground.

The back facade of a building facing the courtyard off of
an NYU dormitory contains elaborate faux architectural
detailing and a sculptural relief that tells a story of the
union movement in Union Square.

Façade of building covered in faux architectural detailing.

The bank's 1950 drive through was resurfaced with a
painted stone façade. (Haas, Richard. The City is My
Canvas. New York: Prestel, 2001.)

Haas designed the mural based on a photograph of the
original mineral spring building created by Calvert Vaux in
the 19th century. The mural, produced in 4' x 9'5"
sections, was mounted onto exterior plywood and then
encased in fiberglass.

Three sides of the Crossroads building were painted to
echo the former Times Tower that was located in front of
it.

Two art-deco inspired murals flank the entrance and exit
of the Lincoln Tunnel.

Architectural mural depicting a set federal buildings with
a Greek Revival arcade providing a view of the Brooklyn
Bridge. Mural created in relation to the historical
character of the South Street Seaport Historic District.

Cinderella Urban Renewal Project: Brooklyn Union Gas
Company and the Mayor's Office of Downtown Brooklyn
Development. Each of the five murals display architectural
detailing that either mimics or complements the façade of
the buildings on which they are located.

Mural extends the architectural detail of the original
building and depicts a group of storefronts.

Unknown

"The cast-iron front facade of 112 Prince Street is
repeated on the east facing party wall. The mural
incorporates two pre- existing windows and features a
cat painted into another window." - (Richard Haas'
Website and Haas, Richard. The City is My Canvas. New
York: Prestel, 2001.)

Description of Mural(s)

Soho, NY

Yonkers, NY

White Street Detention
Center.
125 White
Street, NY, NY.
Mural is located on the
Baxter Street façade of
the building and the
two sculptural friezes
are located on a bridge
that connects Baxter
and Center Street.

Side Façade of Building
located at 83rd and 3rd
Avenue NY, NY

Open Courtyard of 110
Livingston Street,
Brooklyn, NY

Mural located on an
exterior terrace of
private residence,
NY, NY

AbsolutHaas

Gateway to the
Waterfront

Immigration on the
Lower East Side and The
Judgment of Solomon
and the Judgment of Pao
Kung

Yorkville Mural

110 Livingston Street

91 st Street and 5th
Avenue

Location

Unknown

12 stories

77 sq. ft.

18' x 100'

14, 000 sq. ft.
(3 murals on 3
buildings)

Unknown

Size / Dimensions

2012

2007

2005

1988 and 1997

1997

1996

Date completed
(exhibition period)
Executed by

Evergreene
Painting Studios,
New York

None

None

Architect Involved

Evergreene
Painting Studios,
New York

Private resident of a
building on 91 st Street
and 5th Avenue

Haas Studio

David Walentis, President Evergreene
of Two-Trees Management Painting Studios,
Company
New York

Mr. Jules Demchicke,
President of J.D.Carlisle
Development Corporation

None

Beyer Blinder Belle

None

New York City's Percent for Jonathan Williams; Urbahn Architects
Art Program
sculpture by
(Sponsoring Agency:
Johnathan Shahn
Department of
Corrections)

City of Yonkers: Office of
Downtown Waterfront
Development (Jim
Surdoval)

Absolut Vodka Company in Evergreene
conjunction with TBWA
Painting Studios,
Chiat/Day
New York

Commissioned by?
(Coordinated by?)

Outdoor Murals of Richard Haas- New York (1975-2012)

Mural Name
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Unknown

Unknown

None

Unknown

None

None

Additional
person(s)
involved
Current condition?

Extant

Extant

Extant

Extant

Extant

NA

Endangered or Protected?

Protected by the NYC Percent
for Art Program

No

No

No

Good Condition

Good Condition

Under the care of the
individual who commissioned
the piece.

Unknown

No

No

Unknown

N/A

Current Owner
of Mural?

Keim Silicate Paints on Concrete

Keim Silicate Paints on Brick

Materials and Substrate Used?

Unknown

Two-Trees
Management
Company

Unknown

Two-Trees
Management
Company*

George Papoutsis J.D. Carlisle
as of 2005
Development
Corporation*

Acrylic on Fiberglass Board embedded with Plaster

Keim Silicate Paints on Brick and Concrete

Keim Silicate Paints on Brick

NYC Department NYC Department of Murals done in Keim Paint; Sculpture: Acrylic Paint on
of Corrections
Corrections
Cast Concrete

Unknown

N/A

Landmarked Building Current Owner
or District ?
of building?

Compromised. Showing
Left to the whims of the owner No
signs of paint fading and
of the building
deterioration based on last
visit.

Good Condition

Compromised.
Unknown
According to the artist, the
condition of the mural is
fair. He considers the mural
a good candidate for being
touched up.

N/A
Lost (Mural)
Absolut Vodka
Company only allows
campaigns to remain
for no longer than 2
years (painted over)

Extant or Lost?
(Building or
Mural?)

0

0

0

1

0

0

# of times
altered?

Mural showcases a view of the Eldorado and other
buildings that makeup the Manhattan skyline from 91st
Street and 5th Avenue in the background with the Jackie
Kennedy Onassis Reservoir located in Central Park in the
foreground.

The façade of the building is repeated on the open
courtyard of the building.

The mural's design contains an intricately detailed
glockenspiel as an ode to the German heritage of the
Yorkville neighborhood where it is located, gargoyles and
complementary architectural detailing.

Haas' artwork for this site consists of two bas-relief
sculptural friezes and a seven panel mural. The friezes,
located on a bridge connecting Baxter and Centre Street,
display the stories of the Judgment of Solomon and the
Judgment of Chinese General Pao Kung. The mural,
depicts the history of immigration on the Lower East Side

The three murals created by Haas depict historic figures
and episodes in the history of Yonkers: Native Americans,
Dutch Settlers, An 18th c. English village, and late 19th c.
industrialism.

The mural depicts the stylized outline of an Absolut Vodka
bottle with complementary architectural detailing.

Description of Mural(s)
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Richard Haas Website. “Absolut – Haas- Chicago (1996).” http://richardhaas.com/section/273340_AbsolutHaas_Chicago_1996.html.



Haas, Richard. The City Is My Canvas. New York: Prestel, 2001.

Richard Haas’ Personal Files, Richard Haas Studio, July 2012.

Richard Haas Website. “Absolut Haas - New York (1996).” http://richardhaas.com/section/275771_Absolut_Haas_New_York_1996.html.







Richard Haas Architectural Projects 1974-1988. New York and Chicago: Brooke Alexander, Inc., and Rhonda Hoffman Gallery, 1988.



Haas, Richard. Richard Haas: An Architecture of Illusion. New York: Rizzoli, 1981.

Haas, Richard. The City Is My Canvas. New York: Prestel, 2001.

Richard Haas Architectural Projects 1974-1988. New York and Chicago: Brooke Alexander, Inc., and Rhonda Hoffman Gallery, 1988.







Barney's Department Store (1975)
 A series of conversations with Richard Haas held between March – July, 2012.

Haas, Richard. The City is My Canvas. New York: Prestel, 2001.



Bakery Center (1985-1986)
 A series of conversations with Richard Haas held between March – July, 2012.

A series of conversations with Richard Haas held between March – July, 2012.



AbsolutHaas - New York (1996)

Haas, Richard. The City is My Canvas. New York: Prestel, 2001.



AbsolutHaas - Chicago (1996)
 A series of conversations with Richard Haas held between March – July, 2012.

All of outdoor murals created by Richard Haas to date are listed below in alphabetical order.
Under each mural entry is a list of references used to create the accompanying spreadsheet of Haas’ murals .
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Richard Haas Files. Public Art Fund Archives. Fales Library, New York University.
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 A series of conversations with Richard Haas held between March – July, 2012.

Haas, Richard. The City is My Canvas. New York: Prestel, 2001.



Black Hawk Memorial (1992)
 A series of conversations with Richard Haas held between March – July, 2012.
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evidence Haas’ mural at 92, 110 or 114 Prospect Place and a newly constructed building is located at 96 Prospect Place.
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Richard Haas Architectural Projects 1974-1988. New York and Chicago: Brooke Alexander and Rhonda Hoffman Gallery, 1988.
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 Haas, Richard. The City is My Canvas. New York: Prestel, 2001.
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 Richard Haas Architectural Projects 1974-1988. New York and Chicago: Brooke Alexander and Rhonda Hoffman Gallery, 1988.
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 A series of conversations with Richard Haas held between March – July, 2012.
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University of Delaware: 1989.
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A series of conversations with Richard Haas held between March – July, 2012.
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A series of conversations with Richard Haas held between March – July, 2012.



Thunderbird Fire and Safety Equipment Corporation (1985)
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134-136-138 Mulberry Street (Little Italy)

A series of conversations with Richard Haas held between March – July, 2012.



110 Livingston Street
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A series of conversations with Richard Haas held between March – July, 2012.



91th Street and 5th Avenue

A series of conversations with Richard Haas held between March – July, 2012.



31 Milk Street (1986)
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A series of conversations with Richard Haas held between March – July, 2012.



2300 Chestnut Place

APPENDIX 3: NATIONAL REGISTER CRITERIA FOR EVALUATION
Criteria for Evaluation1
The quality of significance in American history, architecture, archeology, engineering, and culture is
present in districts, sites, buildings, structures, and objects that possess integrity of location, design,
setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association, and:
A. That are associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of our
history; or
B. That are associated with the lives of significant persons in or past; or
C. That embody the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction, or that
represent the work of a master, or that possess high artistic values, or that represent a significant and
distinguishable entity whose components may lack individual distinction; or
D. That have yielded or may be likely to yield, information important in history or prehistory.
Criteria Considerations
Ordinarily cemeteries, birthplaces, graves of historical figures, properties owned by religious institutions
or used for religious purposes, structures that have been moved from their original locations,
reconstructed historic buildings, properties primarily commemorative in nature, and properties that
have achieved significance within the past 50 years shall not be considered eligible for the National
Register. However, such properties will qualify if they are integral parts of districts that do meet the
criteria or if they fall within the following categories:
a. A religious property deriving primary significance from architectural or artistic distinction or historical
importance; or
b. A building or structure removed from its original location but which is primarily significant for
architectural value, or which is the surviving structure most importantly associated with a historic
person or event; or
c. A birthplace or grave of a historical figure of outstanding importance if there is no appropriate site or
building associated with his or her productive life; or
d. A cemetery that derives its primary importance from graves of persons of transcendent importance,
from age, from distinctive design features, or from association with historic events; or

1

National Park Service, “National Register Criteria for Evaluation,” U.S. Department of the Interior, National Park
Service, www.nps.gov/nr/publications/bulletins/nrb15/nrb15_2.htm (accessed December 1, 2012).
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e. A reconstructed building when accurately executed in a suitable environment and presented in a
dignified manner as part of a restoration master plan, and when no other building or structure with the
same association has survived; or
f. A property primarily commemorative in intent if design, age, tradition, or symbolic value has invested
it with its own exceptional significance; or
g. A property achieving significance within the past 50 years if it is of exceptional importance.
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